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Freedom'
,
red Of Bread And
Riots Breaks Out In Poland
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Union Chief. Hidt,17,Y2;"
Funds Of Union
WASHINGTON lib — Former
union official Anthony J. Doria
today said he once maintained
a secret cache of union money
which only one other person,
the union's president, knew
about.
Doris, former secretary-treasurer of the old AFL United Auto
"Workers, told the Senate Rackets
Comnittlee he considered the
money union property but did
not enter it on the union's books.
The 'money, he said, was hidden
under papers in an office storeroom.
He said only union President
Earl Heaton knew of the money.
and Heaton did not know the
combination to the box in which
it was hidden. He said Heaton
',authorized him to use the money,
which the committee said
amounted to "tens of thousands
of dollars." But Duna ,said he
never put it to personal use
Doria insisted that he did n it
report the money—which repre.

Teachers
Complete
Course Here
Several local teachers have
completed the eight week National Science Foundation Sum"Trier Science Institute held at
Murray State College They were
among sixty seven science teachers select/led from nine states.
Those completing the course
Garrison,
were
Mrs. Edwina
Roland E. Goodgion, Will Mac
Jones, and Fred Schultz.
They received refresher courses in various fields of science,
.according to the directors W. E.
.Blackburn and A. M. Wolfson.
In.:recognition _of, Interest and
success in teaching, they was
selected from a large number of
applicants to receive this training which carried a stipend from
the National Science Foundation.
The purpose of the Institute is
to assist teachers in providing
subject matter necessary for effective and stimulating instruc)tion, including recent advances
In - science,
Outstanding nationally known
scientists gave lectures a n d
demonstrations. Field trips, laboratory studies, and experiments
featuring the "do it" approach
_received emphasis in order to
help the teacher interest h i a
students and channel them into
careers of science where the
.peed is great and is becoming
Tours included the Mammoth
Cave National Park, Reelfoot
Lake and other wildlife refuges,
the Calvert City industrial area
and others. On the trips plants,
rocks, birds and insects were
studied. In the laboratory the
minute structure of living things
was observed through the microd.cope and outdoors the- heavens
;were Watched through the telescope.
- visual aid materials
suribe as movies, slides and film
strips were viewed. Wiiiza
we bous
from the College
ry- -"and
other sources were placed at the
disposal of the participants.
The Institute opened June 10
and closed August 2.
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sented funds of defunct locals—
on the union's ledgers because
the executive board never authorized 'him to. He said such
authorization was required by
the union constitution.
"It's a lame constitution if
that's all it required," said
Chairman John L McClellan DArk.).
.Doria received a going away
present of $80,000 froth the union when he quit.
Doria, a bulky buddy of New
York labor racketeer Johnny
Dio, resigned last February as
secretary-treasurer of the Allied
Industrial Workers Union, formserly known as the AFL United
Auto Workers.
Committee counsel Robert F.
Kennedy told newsmen about lu
other witnesses were also called
Curcio and
Joseph
including
Harry Davidoff, -officials of the
UAW-AFL Local 649 in New
York.
Local 649 was identified by
the committee as Dio's mother
local in his string oVracket-ridden New York units of t h e
UAW-AFL and a key unit in a
scheme to set up paper locals
of Teamsters to help his friend,
James R. Hotta, win control of
of the Teamsters in New York.
Kennedy said the committee
also sought information from
Doria about the sale of the union's headquarters in Milwaukee
to Doria's former real estate
partner.
President
Former UAW Earl Heaton testified Friday that
Doris got $25,000 in cash and
notes. for
$55,000
promissory
when he left the union. Doria is
suing to collect on the notes. The
union decided at a house-cleaning convention last week to try
to recover the original $25,000
paid to Doria.
The committee subpenasd Doria's records and bank account
at the end of Monday's session.

Secretary General Leroy E.
Burney of the U.S. Public Health
today
in
announced
Service
Washington, D.C. that Murray is
to share in a total of $37.942,326
grant of 446 municipal applications to help build sewage disposal plants during the first year
of the water pollution program.
The grant to Murray is $32,700
with the estimated cost of local
construction to be about $109,000. The construction referred to
is a secondary sedimentation
tank here in Murray.
The request for the grant was
made sometime ago, and the announcement today indicates that
Murray will actually receive the
money to apply on the construehors cost.

riCiiiity—Quilt Of
Weather Blankets
—
Nation Today

Ain,

Lightning'May
Have Hit Plane
ISSOLTDUN, Que. ift. —A bolt
of lightning may 'have been the
cause of Sunday's. crash of a
chartered airliner that took 79
lives in Canada's worst air disaster, an investigator said today.
However, most experts believed that either severe thunderstorm turbulence or pilot fatigae
resulted in the crash of the fourengine DC4 Maritime Central
Airways plane. All 73 passengers
and six crewmembers died when
the aircraft crashed and exploded Sunday afternoon in a swamp,
15 miles south of Quebec City.
The craft, bound for Toronto,
was carrying a group of British
war veterans and their families
on the return flight from a vacation in the British isles.
U.S. authorities in Washington
noted that in aviation annals
only one crash of a commercial
airliner has been blamed on
lightning. In 1940, a commercial
DC3 was struck by lightning °vs
Lovetts-aTe, Va., and plunged
I, earth at. an estimated 300
miles an hour.
Det. Lt. Martin Healey, in
charge of the provincial investigation of Sunday's crash, said
"nothing is known for sure, but
we are not overlooking the possibility that the storm had some
part in the accident."

Hazel Methodists
To Hold Revival

Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy and warm with chance
of scattered thundershowers toand
Wednesday.
ay, tonight
ugh today near 90, low tonight
713.

The Hazel Methodist Church
will hold a revival, beginning
Monday night, August 19 through
August 24.
Rev Roy Williams, pastor of
the
First
Methodist
Church,
Memphis, Tenn., will be t h e
evangelist. Services daily at 2:30
p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Some 5:30 ant. temperatures:
Louisville
6.9,
Lexington
86,
Bowling Green 67, Paducah 71,
Covington 65. London 67 and
Hopkinsville 70.
Evansville, Ind., 70.

Dr. Williams is well known
in this section of the ciunty
having held pastorates in Paducah, Mayfield and Paris.
Carl Dickerson, the pastor, invites the public to attend.

Revival Still In
Progress Here

Dr. Frank Welch

Association
To Observe -Anniversary

By UNITED PRESS
A crazy-quilt of assorted weaThe Western Dark Fired. Tother blanketed the natiori today,
part of the continuing pattern bacco Growers Association will
which saw hammering thunder- celebrate 25 years of service and
winds progress in dark tobacco growscreaming
storms and
side-by-side with clear evening ing at a big celebration in Mayskies in which a comet flashed. field, Saturday, August 31.
A full days program of interest
The U.S. Weather Bureair said
that winds estimated at TO to SO to tobacco growers has been
miles per hour buckled a barn planned. Highlights of the days
and an elevator near Jamestown, program will be commemoratiVe
N.D., while more than an inch addresses by Boone Hill, Presiof rain fell in the area. A thund- dent of the Association and Dean
erstorm belt stretched across the Frank Welch of the University
Dakotas and sMinnesota, dropping of Kentucky College of Agricul2.53 inches of rain at Grand ture. Also on the agenda is a
Forks, N. D.
speech by Joe R. Williams, DiIn parts of Wisconsin, as well rector of the Tobacco Division of
as in New England and the Texas„lhe Ceseimoditv Stabilfatian Sercoast, night time observers were vice in Washington.
The orograni will start 'at fri
able to see Markos...a third order cornet. Good visibility ac- am,. and run throughout the
companied a movement of cool day. A giant. bar-b-que dinner
Canadian air which extended will be served to approximately
from eastern Wisconsin to New 3.000 growers and their families
in
attendaiice.
Holmes
Ellis.
England.
Elsewhere, a string of thund- manager of the association, said
erstorms rattled along a broad that some outstanding Musical
path ,down the Rockies and across talent and other attractions will
the lower Mississippi Valley, be- fill the days program.
The program will be held at
coming less frequent in the south
Atlantic .coastal area. It was the Fairgrounds in Mayfield-, All
mostly fair along the Pacific members, dark tobacco growers,
and- 1,144•ir families are -inv4ted-4e
Coast. —
Fair skies will prevail again attend.
today west of the Rockies ind
over Most of the area east 'of the
Great Lakes and north of .the
Mason-Dixon Lines where caoling also is expected. Scaitered
showers and thunderstorms will
continue over most of the warm,
The MYF of the South Pleashumid southern half of the coun- ant Grove Methodist Church is
try, halting their westward sweep sponsoring an ice cream supper
at the Rockies.
on the church ground, Friday.
Warmer temperatures are pre- Au ust 16 at 700 p.m. Ice cream
dicted for the Pacific Northwrst. aãniiwiches, cold
drinks and
as well as the upper Mississippi home made cake will be served.
Valley, with cooler readings in
inTghin
eg
re will be quartet and duet
the Dakotas. •

Church Plans An
Ice Cream Supper

Dirt Breaks Through Glamour
Of Hollywood In Libel Trial
HOLLYWOOD fiti —The pros- will call party girl Ronnie Quitecution in the Confidential Mag- Ian to the ,stand today or Wedazine libel trial has indicated it nesday to tell, of alleged "call
girl"
methods
of
eollecting
movieland gossip. •
Deputy Dist. Atty. William
said he would
Grady, former editor of Whisper
"GRINDELWALD, Switzerland Magazine, to the stand today and
lIlt —Alpine experts will await indicated he would foUow Grady
"halfway decent weather" before with Miss Qluillan,
Miss Quillen, identified as a
attempting to recover the body
of Stefano Longhi from the sheer "call girl" who supplied Confidnorth face of Mt. Eiger, it was ential with inside information
about movie scandals,' m a sl
announced today.
continued on page six
Longhi is one of four climbers
who were stranded on the mountain by sudden snow last week.
His body, dangling head down
in a tangle of climbing ropes, is
about 1,200 feet below the mouhtain's peak.
Authorities here said they are
unwilling to risk the life of another climber by attempting to
recover Longhi's body . before the
Riggers for the California Oil
weather improves.
Company have surpassed a depth
Two German climbers w h o of 3,000 feet in their quest for
were caught on the peak have oil at the Perlrl Cher?)
, farm
vanished. A veteran glacier pilot north of Murray and were enhas tren assigned to fly over couraged by the, findings „of a
the crevasses, grooves and gullies certain type of lithestone, often a
crisscrossing the mountain side sign for oil deposits.
for traces of their bodies.
The stone is of a hard veriety
Claudio Corti, the only one of and has been uncovered on numthe four men who survived the crous other 'occasions prior to;
ordeal, was reported "resting an oil strike. The digging is now
comfortably"- in, a hospital today. proceeding at a rate of six feet
He is expected to recover. .,
per hour.
,•

Body Of Climber
•From
—

Hopes Rise In
Quest For Oil

The revival at the Chestnut
Street Tabernacle is. now in the
third week with Rev. Charles
Scott the evangelist. Bro. Scott
was raised in
County
and is well known in Murray.
He is a young preacher and is
a very capable one, according
to the church.
The pastor of the church. Bro.
C. L. Williams, invites the public
to attend these services each
night at 7:30. There is 'special
singing each night.

Dewette Dispute
Should Be Tried
In Circuit Court
FRANKFORT e —The sta,e
Court,..of Appeals Monday ruled
a dispute over the office of
Graves County superintendent ,of
schools should be tried in Circue
a.
Court.
The controversy started
in
March when the county boaid
of Education tried to oust Supt.
James B. Deweese and named
T C. Arnett to replace him.
The board charged that Dg.weese had forfeited the office by
using it for personal gain. The
board accused Deweese of renting property to the board, employing his wife as finance officer for the board, contracting to
serve as secretary of the board
I a $3.000 a year salarx, 'wing
partner in a firm operating a
school bus service and receiving
excessive travel expenses.
Arnett. who is a Graves County school teacher, sought to have
the court uphold the board's
action before resigning his teaching post to take the superintendent's job.
Graves Circuit Judge Elvis
Stahr dismissed the suit filed by
Arnett and the board saying his
court lacked jurisdiction in the
matter.
_s_•The high court __ruled -Stabs
does have jurisdiction and ishoultd
hear the case against Deweese.
It said the lower court 'should
decide if the charges against. Deweese are sqgicient 'grounds to
declare the office vacant:

Auto Dealers Come
To Aid Of Friend

•

4

•

biggest city and its mairI textile
center.
Workers, especially. _ women,
were angeied after reading today's newspapers which called
the strikers "hooligans" and accused them of attacking police
with clubs.
The strikers said the stories
After dangerous clashes Mon- in the Communist newspapers
workers
striking
streetcar
day
Aziennik Lodzki and Glos Rohad 'barricaded themselves in the botniczi were "lies" and that Use,
trolley-fermi
' two
nued on page ea
nals. They vowed they would
not come lau t until their wage
demands are met.
The situation was tense and
ugly.
Militiamen police armed with
pistols and clubs surrounded the
two depots, and .police radio cars
swarmed in the streets. The license plates of the prowl cars
showed that many of them had
moved in from the capital.
LOBZ, Poland in —The .government rushed police reinforcements today from Warsaw to
Lodz. Poland's second largest
city, where a sitdown streetcar
strike threatened to touch off
a new wave. of "bread and freedom" riots.

's 4
A three ring circus will come
to Murray this fall because of
arrangements made yesterday by
the board of directors of the
Murray JayCees with a representative of the Hagen Bros.
Circus. A showing will be matte
in Murray of this large circus
October.
_
- -_month_of
- -Harold Beaman said that Hagen Bros. Circus, which - has been
highly recommedned by clubs in
other cities, has a record of
bringing good family entertainment to communities throughout
the nation for the past twelve
years.
This year the circus will tea(tire a spectacle called Circarania
a pageant which combines "the
pleasantries of the bygone circus
with the newness and freshness
Trolley Traffic Halts
of the modern era."
The details - as to the location
Streetcar traffic halted comof the big tent and plans for adArmy trucks shuttled
vance sale of tickets are now pletely.
main trolley routes
being arranged. Bethel Richard- along the
transportason is general chairman of the providing substitute
tion for stranded wayfarers.
circus.
The truck drivers were the
The JayCees will receive a
evidence in the
good portion of the proceeds only troops in
iaitg..,aa.rj,, today.
with which to carry on their seek.
Projects.
ors circulating in Warsaw

Ornmilfnist besot,- Willeyslaw Gomulka has assigned Gen.
Komar, internal security, a n d
Gen. Jan Frey-Bielicki. cornmender of the air force, to deal
with "any emergency."
The walkout was the most
serious defiance of Communist
authority since the freedom riots
at Poznan. Those bloody riOts
brought a "liberalized" regime
to Poland and significant con-,
people have cessions to workers and other
The following
been named wintlers in the citizens.
Led er and Times fishing contest
C-ommunist leader Wladyslaw
and are requested to eirme -'bf Gomulka ordered in the troops
their
and
pick
up
the daily paper
and secret police when it became
•
prizes., as soon as possible.
apparent new violence might.
Charles Tolley, 175 points; flare in Lodz. Poland's second
Donna Tolley, 160; Mrs. Raymond Hamlin, 115: Don Maupin,
100; Ada Beth McCuiston, 110;
Gus Gamble, 35; Bob Miller, 45s
Mildred Cody, 45; Ronald W.
Ray. 35; and Shirrel Massey, 45.
MONICA. Calif. tf' —
These winners will receive a
Millionaire ice show producer
total of 32 prizes from a possible
John J. Harris and his wife, forselection of 39. Charles and Donmer Ice Capades star Donna Atna Tolley and Ada Beth Mcan
reached
wood, yesterday
Cuiston apparently are the grand
"amicable" settlement of their
champions of their respective di5-million dollar fortune.
visions and will receive. t h e
The settlement la; 'the way
grand prizes plus individual first
clear for an uncontested divorce
or second place class awards.
between the, 57-year-old Harris
The complete list of prizes and
and his wife,' who is 25 years his
winners will be published in a
junior. Details were not made
later edition this week. public.
These fish and tackle stores
Harris, head of Harris Enterhave sponsored the contest this
prises, Inc., of' Pittsburgh had
summer: Enix Carpenter Sshop
objected to divorce proceedings
and Sporting Goods; Sue and
here previously on grounds byte
Charlie's Cafe; Murray Coal and
he and his wife were residents
Ice Co.; Stubblefield's Grocery,
However,. when
New. Concord; Irvin Cobb Resort; of Pennselvania.
failed he concedLynnhurst Resort; Morgan's Gro- a reconciliation
settlement.
cery; and Pleasant View Resort. ed to the
An attorney ilea-the -rase
both 'principals "were thinking
of their tbyee children" and were
well satisfied with settlement

Winners Named
In Fishing
Contest

Ice Show Producer
Wife Split Property
siatrA

GALESBURG, Ill. iIJl —Henry
Brown' rival automobile dealers
today opened a. six day sale—of
Brown's cars.
'In the advertisements for their
own agencies they carried a line
saying "See Brown First:"
Brown, 55, is in St. Mary's
Hospital recovering from a heart
attack.
His 10 rivals have taken over
direction of Brown's business in
a "gesture of friendship, we want
to help Brownie out."
The rivals bought a full page
ad.vertisement in the Galesburg
Register Mail Monday announcing the sale and promisini that
representatives of the rival agencies would be on band to handle
i'n's business.
Brown 'operates an Oldsmobile
agency. A Lincoln-Mercury man
and a De Soto men worked all
terms.
day, today at Brown's agency
A divorce hearing has been set
selling Browns-cars.
for next month before Spperior
"We'll alternate during t h e
Court Judge Edward Brand in
six day sale," the Lincoln-MerSanta Monica.
cury man, Gene Bragg said, "two
The Harris' • have titin. sOns,
of us at a time spending the day
aged 7, and
at Brownie's. At nights' we'll all
A young Paris Woman was in- Dennis and Donald,
daughter, Donbe there."
'
jured in an automobile accident it four-year-old
,
Jeanette.
"We're just helping a buddy five miles south of here at 6e00 na
out," Bragg said. "He'd do the a.m. today.
She is Miss Ann McGeehee, 27,
same thing for us."
who was headed toward Murray
on Highway 641 when she lost
control of her 1955 Plymouth.
The Parisian told investigating
Mayor George Hart is reported
Monday's complete record fol- officer Brigham Futrell that her
car went out of control when she resting well at the Murray Hoslows:
Mrs. Ota T. Stalls, 408 No, 4th applied the brakes to avoid hit- pital following an emergency
St., Murray; Mrs. Joe Rob Haley ting a truck proceeding north in operation last week of acute
glaucoma.
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Alino; Mrs. front of tier.
Sir swerved to the right and
Mrs. Hart today said that
Clarence. C. Coy, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Joel* Jackson and baby girl, knocked over a mail box be- Mayor Hart was responding well
Rt. 1, Murray; Mr. E. L. Hous- longing to Thomas Irvin, The since his operation and that he
den, Rt. 2, Murray; Mr. Cleatus vehicle then crossed to 'he op- may be brought home this alterFair, 1108 Elm St.. Murray; Mr. posite ,side of the road and di- -noon.
The friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe R. Sims, 5Q9 So. 4th Street, rectly in line with a _north bound
Murray; Mrs. Ronald Lawrence truck. Both Miss McGehee and Hart will be' pleased 'to hear Usti
the driver of the Mississippi the outcome of the operation
was sucepsful.
(Continued On Page Six)
cientInued on page six

Paris Girl is
Hurt In Wreck

Mayor Hart Rests
Well After Operation

Murray Hospital I

•.

Negro Woman
Arrested After
Threats Made

A negro woman was released
on $500 bond for alledgely making telephone threats to Mayor
George Hart, and several persons
were booked on traffic violations
county
yesterday
in
charges

court. •
Emma Lee Rutlidge, 43. denied
the charge which accused her of
oral threats and blackmail. She
was a 'rested by city police after
'was stalled b.Y Ntor
George Hart. The call was made
from the home of Lester Nanny,
for whom the negro is employed.
"I knew nothing 'of the charge
until Mr. Bob Miller (County
Attorney) jumped up and said
I had bleckmailed," she complained. Her trial was set for
Aug. 27 at 10:00. Mayor Hart is
recovering from a serious operation.
In other court action, William
R. Parciiinan, New York college
for
student,' was fined

sob()

ririvIng

Withi4t

op.rat,srs

enses. Gene McDougal, 20. pleaded guilty to speeding and improper ..use of dealers license.
The former charge was filed but
the youth was fined $21.50 on
the other.
Joan. Elkins, 20, Murray State
senior, was also charged with
violating the new dealer's license law (driving for pleasute)
bin the charge was dropped by
County Judge Waylon Rayburn.
In other action which completed . a busy afternoon, a Mr.
Skinner was questioned about
a hcadon collision near Coldwater Saturday in which he was
badly shaken. He admitted that
the brakes failed on hiS truck.
He is slated for a hearing Saturday at .10:00 a.m.
Lady Luck had better words
for a local young lady. She provalid
drivers
licenses
duced
which.acquitted her of driving
witticiut them.

Golden
.ding'
Anniversary
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. D.
Williams, 1110 Sycamore-Street,
on Sunday, August Ii were. Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Card of .Paris,
Tennessee, Mrs. L. H. Teas and
daughter. Susan Mr. and Mrs..
Dwain McIntostrof Paducah. MT.
and Mrs. J. R. Williams and son,
Jimmy of Detroit, Mr. and Mrs.
Byron Rumage and son, Bill. and
Mrs. Helen Foster of Milan,
Tennessee and Mr.__ and Mrs.
Jerry
Williams of, Nashville,
Tepnessee.
The event was to observe the
Golden Wedding Anniversary of
Mr. and Mrs. Williams.
A buffet luncheon was served
at noon, after' which the mahy
beautiful gifts were opened by
Mr. and Mrs. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams said
they wished to express their.
thanks for the many cards, flowers and other '
-e/
-Tpressinns. of
kindness from theirqriends, '
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Fight Game WasTought In1935.Re"

PUBLISHED BY LEDGER A TLMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, lee.
,....Conaelidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes. and The
ranes-Herald. October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
By JAMES J. CRADDOCK
isn't
entirely true . and never
U. 1941
,Former Heavyweight Champion has been.
Written for the united Press
ILLI4M.S, PURI-I-SHER
JAMES C
A "Dream" ,Fight
NeW YOHK an —It was a
Take, the bout between Sugar
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to Use Editor. little different when I was fight- Ray Robinson and Carmen Basite Public Voice items which in our otemon are not for Use beet ing.
lin that the International Boxing
siterest at our readers.
the Yankee
In 1935. when' I won the rule Club is putting on at
Owlet
RATIONAL
REPRESE.NTATIV FS. WALLACE wi-nurut CO-, laSS as a Zu-1 Shut against Max Baer, Stadium oh Monday. Sej*.. 23.
"Monroe. Memphis. Term.; 150 Park Ave., New York, 307 N. Michela, pie neavyweigni aivssion was It is a fight that would fit in
there whether it was in my time or
gnu
Lye, Chicago, dO Rolyston St.. pastor.
Waal italllta
lojatal
yours: This is the "dream" fight
gas a young tedow maxi Jot
•f-- !tared 'at Use Post Office. Mersey, Kentucky, ter trawsnusruon as
public will pay for and
etta/allt14 es eryiusy _twin that the
.
, ' Wt
Seceask Cientatatiss•-. oicressa .inatter 'what- the prier
•.-esetna.
.:14

though there was much more
talent available then.
That doesn't excuse the Floyd'
Patterson - Peter Rademacher
match that is being fought for
the "heavyweight"title in Seattle
on Aug. 22. There's no excuse
fur that one and it should be
billed strictly as an exhibition
if it has to be done at all.
As the so - called "Cinderella,
mon" of boxing it is difficult for
Me • la

Should

How would I rate the future
of the heavyweight division?
My opinion of Patterson is
that he can achieve some measure of recognition as charnpion
only if he fights the best. I feel
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The hero of TV's "SuperDian," George Reeves, originally of Ashland, Ky., will
be one of the stars in the
Kentucky State Fan. Revue,
Sept. 9, 10 & 11. The Kentucky State Fair will be in
Louisville, Sept. 6-1S.

'So Long, Olie'
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billfold lost by Nancy Barnara
at a Bear Lake Beach was returned to her Wednesday by 7year-old Tommy True.
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that Eddie ?Aachen is the best
right now. He would not only
be a test for Patterson b u ,t
would constitute a threat because of his punch. After Machen, the class is Virtually even.
The "oldsters" like Nino Valdes,
Archie ,Moore, Bob Satterfield
are outsiders in the field.'

-i

My vote for • the best prospect
fur - the future is Alex Mild!,
the Argentinian who seems to
have •everythrla ,arid will .ges.
tli....--21--he-to- n04--mishes1.--Ity •
Pastranu, Roy Harris, Zuni Polley are young and good but have
a bit to go yet.
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Walker fight, or Billy Petrone- ed the recent Olympic Garnet
A BIBLE_ THOUGHT---FOR TODAY
ste-re.J. •nuse 1/41121Ce 411'41.
Jimmy MeLarnin for excitement is not-that-ut a great fighter, or
cry• WAWA 10136,) gnu peusise tut
potential.
each a very guud one. Perhaps
Trust in the Lord with all thine heart, and
attaa ••••Xallli le 'atilt.Li utiS
Patterson isn't great, au yet, but
Promoters today have to do
oven uloory
lean not on thine own understanding.
he IS the best professional fight.
a good heavyweight division, the best with the available talent, er among the heavyweights.
Proverbs 3:5
retu
Is'sing sleeps and dies. That just as they did years ago, aldies,
The book of Proverbs is a wonderful storehouse
his
of wisdom. Those who are saturated with this book
and
are not apt to go far astray.
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And u has often happened In
boxing some new young stalwart
will come out of nu a brie tu
bring back the punch and excitement and the sport, v.-I:Lich
has been often killed but never
died, will be thriving and vibrant
again.
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Attention Farmers
We will accept your ASC orders for lime spreading.
WE ARE NOW VENDORS FOR THIS COUNTY,
for lime, instea d of the Calloway County Soil Improvement Association.
We will give the same courteous service we have
given the last twelve years.

AIM

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Hazel Highway

Phone 1219
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Today's Games

Today's Games
•

Detroit at Kansas City. 2
Brtsik.yn et New York. night
Pittsburgh- at Philiidelphia. night New York at Ruston. night
Bad:more at Washington. night
Mila aukee at Cincinnati, night
• Chicago at Cleveland, night
St. Lutes- at Chicago

•
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r counter tube the University at
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Tomorrow's Games

Tomorrow's Games
Chicago at Ceveland. night
Detroit at Kansas City, nightat Washington, night-.News Yisok,..at Bo•ton - -

Boston at New Y-trk
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia
St Louis at Chicago
-111dviaukee at Cincputriti

MRS. °BYER HARDY, widow of
the stout half of the Laurel and
sliardy comedy team, leaves the
ifueteral service for her husband
lin Los •Angeles. Behind her is
!Mrs.Lois Laprel Brooks,(laughter of Stan Laurel, 67, who was
too ill to attend the last rites for
his film partner. Hardy, 65, had-suffered a scries of strokes. I
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The Studebaker CHAMPION

STILL WITH US? I hope you've been enjoying readirw
these "Telephone Talk" columns. We try to make them
interesting and informative. More than that, they're sort
of like a personal c:hat with you and that's fine*, since I
don't get around to seeing all of our good customers in:
; person. This telephone business is .a mighty interesting4
one, and through Telephone Talk I want to keep you informed about it and pass along tips from time to time to
help you get the most from your service.' Meanwhile, it;
you have any questions about, any particular phase of !
your •service, why not drop me a line at the Business
Ace and I'll do my -bCst to give the answer.
•

•

t

A powerful, high compression
V-s drives this sedan. Extenor and interior are carefully crafted to insure up-tothe-minute beauty for years
to come ... and a score of
exclusive features add to the
- pleasure of driving and ease
of handling.

Remarks:
o

Stidy

Kota cud. 4,44Zikoo...ti
The Studebaker PRESIDENT Classic

Send your son ordaugliter back to school with a new
a week. Fi,e models
Smith-Corona for as little as
to choose from.

1

IT'S HAPPENED AGAIN: Well, the Bell Telephope
alified tee receive 'the National
companies have a ain
ety mond's annual "Award of Honor" (luring 0-56.
This is the fifth year out of the last six that we have
safety perfor. been awarded recognition' for outstanding
. mane. During thin year Plant Employees in Murray received Safety, Awards for Safe Driving;*Naturally, we
Aelevhone folks in town are happy we've played our
. small part in making Southern Bell a safe place to Work.
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The Studebaker COMMANDER 9

•
•

11
1

Powered with Studebaker's
economical Sweepstakes Six
... handsomely, yet functionally styled ... the Champion Deluxe is a distinctive
car at an attractively low
budget cost.

r

•••

1)

VJICH 4-DOOR SEDAN IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
(There's one to suit every preference and purse)

REPORT CARD

•

,

A

The distinguished leader of
the 4-door Studebaker line,
the President Classic includes such standard equipment extras as thick piled
carpeting, foam seating, 4.
barrel carburetor, and safety
fin brakes. This car, with its
long 120,i" wheel base, will
grace any occasion.

Smith-Corona
thell'orler• first and fastest portable t, pre riter

Come in and see it demonstrated

The PACKARD

Luminous to the smallest
rletail,ineide anti nut ...exceptionally responsive, as
only a car with a huilt-bi
stnwrcharger, can be. More
than seventeen feet long this
l'ackard hugs the road .
give': a smooth,swayless ride
regardless of road surface.

Terms Available

•

Higbiy Qualified

IN TALK is a
,
REST BARGAIN
Distance call anywhere, anyt
And it's a very special bargain w to •
you call station -to -. station betu
point's in Kentucky. That's when
place your call to a ttslephone number instead of a particular person
at the number. You actually Save up
to 1 2. For instance, you can •call station-to-station, Murray to Frankfort

Clipper TOWN SEDAN

/s•••-•'

1

SERVICE

•

MECHANIC

For the best car values ever...

Studebaker-Packard

— 25 Years Experience —

CORPORATION

,f44 yitliWmantie errnevtie

OF THE

. . $1.741. And
for just 74, personi-to-person would cost
DAILY LEDGER
night* After 6 and all day Sundays yo'- May talk four
between cities in, Kentlicky
Mintites station - to
.for the same two minutes daytime :rate. Take advantage'
you?
. GREENE 0. WILSON - Mgr.
of the bargain in talk often won't
• ..,_.
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CALL THEM WHAT V6U WANT .... WE STILL HAVE TO GET RID OF THEM. You've never seen such a conglomeration of
odds and ends in your life. This stuff has been pawed over, messed up, knocked down and picked up. You can haveit, we don't want
it. BEGINS 8:00 a.m. WEDNESDAY - AUGUST 14.

Formers

lers for lime spreading.
FOR THIS COUNTY,
noway County Soil Irn-

HOT DOG

irteous service we have

.UCK LINES

Look At These
BARGAINS

Hazel Highway

Irade A Division

Only 37 and you should be glad. Mostly large sizes. Perfect gift for someone
you don't like. They are $2.95 values.

440

•
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•

o really knows
iod for Mall

Few Panamas, narrow
Light and dark colors.

brim

970

Reg. $5.95

what's

Milans.
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MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
Solid and Fancy. We've tried for two
years to get $1.59 and $1.98 for these
but will settle for only 100', profit.

IU ?

2

•

e/14.11'

baker's
ices Six
funeChaininctive
ly low

Values to $5.95. Be the life of the
party in one of these at

670

97e

Dacro4 and Wool, Wash 'N Wear
and tropicals. If you think you are
hot, wear some of these.

LADIES SUMMER CAPS

43 PAIR

MEN'S NYLON SHORTS

Men's Dress Pants

MEN'S SHORTIE PAJAMAS

Some of the craziest colors you
ever saw. About 35 pair left. Value
to $5.95.

You can hear them coming a mile
off. Cotton batiste. Cool man. cool.
Reg. $2.98 value. Guaranteed not
to shrink (that's a laugh).

You can get mad and throw
these at a nickel a throw!

-

Long tops. If you are short,
just cut them off.

lOc

170 pr.

LADIES ODD SLIPS
scream at the

And we do mean oil.
sizes.

970

values to $5.95

PLASTIC *GARDEN HOSE

We don't know
what they are but
we have tried to
get $2.98 for 'em.
You can have one
for

Classic

$1.47

We have enough hose to reach from here
to Kirksey. Guaranteed to last until you
get home. 50-foot.

reg. $2.98 value $1.37

EYE THIS PARDNER!

You can really give them a
work out in these summer
shoes.

only 270
BOY'S PLAY SHORTS and
SHORT DRESS PANTS
You may have to tie him to get
them on. $2.95 value. Size 6-18.

630
BOY'S SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
It will 1)( c0141 soon, hut so what.
6-16.

570

$1.59 value

$1.50 value at .. 110

Ridiculous Department!!

BOY'S SWIM TRUNKS

Ladies Hats - - - - 47c

About four dozen. Mostly in size
six. Few sold up to $1.98. You can
afford to squeeze into these at

Values to $5.95. It doesn't take
much imagination to wonder why
we still have these.

470 each

PRINT DRESS MATERIAL

LADIES PASTEL BELTS
reg $1.98 - 970
reg. $1 -47c
WICKER BASKETS

170 yd.

These Are Bargains?

Perfect for dogs, sour grapes and
It' mons.

Want A Good Layhtgh?

now only $1.00

Try One Of These

•

We laughingly tried to sell these
at $1.79. Odd sizes tnd some really
odd styles.

SOFA PILLOWS

LAWN SPRINKLERS

You can't get them any harder.
Solid or fancy.

try 'em at 270

$1.00 value at . .4 .. 470

Guaranteed to put out less rain
than a light dew. We don't know
what they sold for but they go
now at
-

BOY'S PLISSE PAJAMAS

Ladies COSTUME JEWELRY
270
reg 59c. value
470
reg. $1.00 value

430

Short Sleeves, Short Legs, Short
('hanged and Short Cut.

Reg. $1.98 value ... 970
We sold a lot but still have some.
Reg. 69c value.

•

This is regular 39c a yard material
and will go a long way at

MEN'S SPORT TYPE CAPS

NIP

MEN'S TIES
(Illustrated at right)
Too high to sell and too
short to hang yourself. The
kind your mother- in - law
buys.

Men's Only
ONE-HALF PRICE

CHILDREN'S SANDALS

icier of
er line,
sic inequippiled
Ling, 41 safety
with its
.e, will

Feet Hurt?

short price .. $1.77

Sour Grapes

rAlir

MEN'S SOCKS

Values to $1.49. lks nmny as you can carry

NOW

6.00
$ 5.95
2 pr. 7.00
6.95
7.95 .... 2 pr. 8.00
9.95 .... 2 pr. 10.00
15.95 .... 2 pr. 16.00

DISHES - - -5

•

MEN'S DRESS PANTS

$1.00 value - yours at 370

97.

Boy, we have a truck load
of them. They are yours at

16 LADIES SKIRTS

The hottest thing in t(rwn!

470

ONE RACK LADIES DRESSES
these are a kteal at

Were

86 MEN'S CHAMP HATS

METAL TV
SERVING TRAYS

Nothing at all wrong with these
ladies, believe us. $2.98 values.

Arf - Arf
MEN'S KNIT POLO SHIRTS

Ladies Department

•

BOYS DRESS PANTS

WE KNOW WE'RE CHICKEN

Size 6-20, linens and gabardines. If
you think they don't wrinkl e,
you're in for a surprise.

DAVY CROCKETT PUP TENTS

990

values $5.95

.11•••11

going at 970
LADIES SHORTS
it's still summertime!
2 PRICE
1
/

a real complex, look these over.

Ole Davy's gone and left these dogs -we
can't eat 'em so we'll pass them on to you.

$2.98 value
$4.98 value
$5.95 value

reg. $2.98 value for ... 870

ALL LADIES SUMMER
BLOUSES
These are values to $4.98. You
wouldn't want to be caught dead
in one of them.

Children's DRESS VALUES
If you want to give your little girl

SPRING FLOWERS

Lemons Anyone?
We Got 'Em By The Bushel
LADIES' FORMALS

'LADIES SHOES

Just in time for fall. Who knows the difference. Put them on last year's hat and
create a sensation. We have everything
from Brown Eyed Susans to Poke Salad.
$1.00 values.

late summer special . .

880
$1.77
$2.33

270

.Good tight fits. $9.95 value

Nine only. Soiled, out of date, and
we ain't kidding. $19.95 value,

going at $3.00

yours for $2.97 each

MORE LADIES SHOES

LADIES BLOUSES

Tighter fits. $5.95 values

In assorted 'colors. They were in
style about ten years ago.

these only $2.00

at
K.

BELK-SETTLE COMPANY

Ladies Summer H4iND BAGS
Only' a few left (of course our
warehouse is jammed to the rafters).

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

values to $2.98 .. now 970

rag.

00

. rens SUMMER SHORTS
-Child
Still plenty left. In fact about half
a car load.

ONE-HALF PRICE

270
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on Saturday with a miscellaneous
shower at Mrs. Henry's spacious
home on the Paducah Highway.
The living room and dining
room were highlighted with assailed bridal arrangements of
sot flowers. The dining room
was attractively decorated with
a miniature white net parasol
which centered the table on
hich the gifts were Placed.
The hostesses presented Miss
Jellison with a corsage- of yellow
gladioli and to her mother, Mrs.
C. G. Jellison, a corsage of white
carnations. The honoree wore a
trousseau frock fashioned in a
halter sundress of yellow, black
and white design, a "Mr. Mort"
original.
After the gifts were opened,
a delicious frozen dessert plate
was served.
e
Friends and family of t
bride-elect were among the many
guests.

Breakfast Held At
Doherty Home For
1 Miss Rubie Smith',..

Canada's Gain
A recent development in peache
marketing is hydro-cooling, Which
swans immersing -peaches in ice
cold water as soon as they are
picked, say UK Extension mar-keting specialists. With.suchsuch w
a treatment immediately after
picking for 20 to 25 minutest,
peache ripen more evenly and
will keep 4 to 5 days longer than
will uncooltd ones Hydto-cooling alsP makes possible the picking of peaches at a riper stage of
maturity

Chili NCNYI

jo Burkeen, Editor.1 Mon* 694-M4 or 7634

...—
Bridal Shower- At 1--- -Henry Home Given
I For Bride-elect

••.

Weddings

WOMEN'S PAGE

NEW MARKETING TRICK

and centere4 with small bouquets
of snapdragons.
. Those present were Mesdames
J. N. Outland, Solon Darnell,
Codie Lee Caldwell, John Waters,
&Atari
Miss Rabic Smith who will be Charles Sexton, Lillian Smith,
Holmes Ellis, Bun Crawford,
Ategy
i
t
i
vi
leaving soon to make her home
Rodgers, Prentice Lassiter, Glen
in Nashville, Tenn., was the honHodges, Wells Overbey, Frank
oree at a delightfully planned
Ryan, Earl Douglas, and E. B.
breakfast held at the home of
Howton; Misses Laurine Tarry,
Mrs. A. A. Doherts on Saturday,
Hazel- Tarry, Frances Sexton,
August 10, at eight o'clock in the
Ruth Sexton, Vera Snelling, Lotmorning.
lye Suiter, Mary Lassiter, and
. The hostesses for the lovely Ruth Lassiter; the honoree and
`occasion Were Mrs..Doherty, Mrs.
Rue Overbey. and Mrs. Mavis the hostesses.
---• • • •
McCamiSh.•Wir-> Vernon linibbiebeid. Jr.; ''7'AT:din-Lae Wile was centered,
-Wear:today. Auguste /*'• 8
and Mrs. Frank Albert Stubble- with a lovely - arrangement of
Circle V of the WMS of the
-were hostesses atsa lunch - -summer tiosfers:- The card- tables First Baptist Church- -wilt'8s.eost
eon given at the lovely Paris where the guests were seated at the Mission at two - th.rty
Landing Inn on Kentucky Lake were overlaid with brown cloths o'clock.
in honor of Miss Jenne Lou
Jellison, bride-elect of' Stuart A.
Lassen of Battle- Creek,- Mich.,
MODERNIZATION IN LISBON
on Friday. •

—4

...

TUESDAY — -A UGUST--4-3-,-19-57

-•
Luncheon Given For
Miss Jellison At
Paris Landing inn

Tata:lame Is Scene
Of Dinner Meeting
Of Grove And Club

NICOAPVAL- A
pot ate batt
F. Bilbrt

i

parents, Mrs. Bernice Steele and week from the University of
Mr. and Mrs. .1. L. Mahan and Kentucky in Lexington where
he has been attending school
and will vacation i Ith his paren, Mr. and Mrs. T. Sledd on
Poplar Street.
••• s
The dining table around which
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Suttle
and children of Long Beach. all the guests were seated was
The lawn of the home of Mrs. Calif., have been the gugsts of centered- with. a- beautifully arHazel Tutt was the scene of the Mrs. Suttle's mother, Mrs. E. C. ranged assortment of garden
fried chicken and homemade ice Jones and Mr. Jon,'South 10th flowers and decorative place
cream supper held by the mem- Street.
cards indicated where the goests
bers of Grove 126 and the Jessie
••••
were to be seated. A delicious
Houston Service Club of the
Jerry Dean is ,the name chosen shrimp salad plate was served
Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle by Mr. and Mrs._Lymon Eugene followed by dessert and coffee.
on -Thursday, August 8, at six- Knight of Hardin for their son,
The hostesses, along with Mrs.
thirty o'clock in the evening.
weighing 7 pounds Pet 'ounces, Vernon Stubblefield. Sr., and
Mrs. Oneida Boyd and Mrs. born on Monday. July 29, at the their families presented Miss
Nannie McCoy..presidents of the Murray Hospital.
Jellison with an exquisite sterlGrove and the club respectively,
••• e
ing silver platter and a corsage
presided at the meeting. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Oakley. of white carnations and ivy.
Lois Waterfield presented a mo Jr.. of . Hardin are the parents - Miss Jellison wore for the ocbon after discussion that the of a son, James Steven, weighing casion a "Mr. Mort" original of
Murray Grove purchased a wheel six pounds 10 ounces, born on black and white applique scrolls
chair for use of its members or TuesdTuly 30, at The 'Murray with full gored skirt and fitted
•
to lend to the community if and
••
• bodice with double ribbon starps.
when necessary.
Family ifid friends were in•.• ••
The
nominating
committee
many"guests.
A son. Bobby Keith, weighing cludesi....alKong the •
• • '•
comps-wed. of Mrs. Janie Young,
seven • unds 11 • ounces. was
Mrs. Hazel Tuft, and
born : Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe
VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
Curd was selected by Mrs. Boyd,
Wade, 500 South. Ninth Street,
The officersfor the Grove will
Will
on Tuesday. Any 30, at the
be selected in September.. • s
Murray Hospital.
The regular meeting times for
••
CHICAGO IR —Austin L Rand,
both the Grove and Club will
,chief curator of zoology at . the
DROWNS IN WASHTUB
-be resumed in September. PlariS
REAL. France •IP —Geoggettt Chicago- Natural History Muwere made for the - meeting
places ,4 the Service Club for Fodere.• 20, fainted while doing seum,- says to be ,wary of people
There may be a "whole lotta the remainder of the year as her washing Wednesday anc who say "a little bird told me."
shakin' join' en" in. Murray this follows: September, Mrs. B. Wall drowned in the washtub though -Those little talking birds "don't
Thursday night when the' cen- Melugin; October. Mrs. Martha it contained only twe quarters understand what they're saying,"
Rand said. •
tral character in one of the most Carter: November, Mrs. Lila of water; police said today.
fantastic success stories of the Valentine: Decenaber. Christmas
enteraitunent business comes tol party at The Woman's Club
EVIDENCE AGAINST SPY ABEL
House.
:awn.
The - horesses-for -she-irer
.1cri7 Lee Lewis,.who recently
r •st to the top of the heap it were Mrs Tutt. Mrs. Robbie
rock hi roll artists sifter only Paschall, 'and Mrs. Heluis Robtwo records, will Make his last erts. 'They. were assisted in -serva
personal appearance in Western ing by Misses- Soeina Blackwoad,
Kentucky at the'Mufay Detve In Loretta Culvert. and Margie Jo
Theatre Thursday night.
Theatre manager 41.„p m m y
Brown says he its\ expecting a
nunor traffic .jarn to develop
here as youngsters—from -t his
Tuesday, August 13
immediate area. as well as huei
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
dreds of grown-ups, gather for
Order of the Eastern Star will
a gevine rock 'n roll session.
hold its regular 'meeting at the
Disc ockeys from many surMasonic Hall at seven - thirty
roundnig radio stations will be
o'clock. •
here las they wish to interview
•• ••
one of the mostl phenomena
Circles of the WMS of the
singing sensations in the nation
First Baptist Church will study
today.
the book. on .SPrayer" at twoMost Americans had never
thiny o'clock ,as follows: I. Mrs.._
heard of Jerry Lee Lewis (not
Jack Kennedy: II, Mrs. 0. C.
tei be confused with Jerry Lewis
William F. Tompkins, assistant P. S. attorney general In charge
Wells; III and VI, Mrs. B. Cr'
of the Movies) until less than
of Internal security, stands in his Brooklyn. N. Y., federal building ,
Gefogan:
IV,
Mrs..
Loeb;
VII,
Mrs..
three weeks ago when. he apoffice and points to where Soviet spy Rudolf Isanosich Abel used
Edgar"Pride.
as artist Emil Goldfus. Shortwave radio was -found there.
peared - on Steve Alien's nation•• * •
ally telecast show in New York.
Monday,
August 19
The appearance, coining an the
The Young Women's'"Class of
heels of his "Whole Lritta Shakthe
First Baptist Church, Mrs.
in' Gotri' On" record release,
created tremendouS excitement E. C. Jones. teacher, will ii-ave
a dinner -Meeting kt the Murray'
t
in the entertainment world.
New York -flipped" and that's Grill at eix-thirty o'clock. Please
saying a lot for a town- that's make reservations with your
. seen everything. From all over 'group captim by Friday.
r
America and from many foreign
countries have come a flood- of pearance on The Steve Allen
sie•
requests farShe "shakm— record. Show. He is .to appear sn the
Since the first TV appearance Paramount Theatre in New York
Lewis has appeared on "The for 10 days beginning August
Big Beat" show conducted by 28. with a guarantee of more
Alan .Freted, andrlust last Sunday money than int° ether ar•1• has
•se P. --. sire.
night made a second requ.st ap- ever been paid
"'s""-• •
—

ARiairit
AIR•CONDITIONED

NINA DIACONESCUE, the Marilyn Monroe of Communist Romania before she sought asylum in Italy while attending
a film festival in Venice, is
shown being interviewed in
Rome. The 29-year-old actress
has received a visa to enter
Canada. Said she, "1 never
planned to escape, but when I
saw the free world for the first
time,in my life, it was like receiving an electric shuck, and I
flaternattonal)
Woke up."

JenTLee

SCOTT DRUG CO.

"FLYING ANTS"
WATCH OUT FOR COSTLY
TERMITE CAMAGE1

Corner at 4th & Main

'

Phone 433

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••eii••••••••••••••••••••
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back to school permanents \ 3 tvtz
Price of Permanent Includes Haircut and
LUCY BESHEAR, Mgr.
701i
— °PEI:IA-1.0as
Styling

LEE

JL'vF

For

Appointment

• '3a THORNTON
none 648

COLLEGE BEAUTY SALON

All Work and Service
Performed B,

OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX

PEOPLE LIVING tn this S00-year-old building In Lisbon are ersioying
to-to-date living conditions, says a caption In a Portuguese pub--;
Station. Instead of going for a lung walk, they have outhouses'
built on their balconies, and connected to a central plumbing
(international)
system, it must be an improvement. too.

This message of Abel's tells Its own story.
'EVIDENCE SE1NO reashed In New York against eccused•Russian
is a
spy Rudolf Ivanovich Abel Includes these items. Abel, es,
colonel in Soviet counter-intelligence, has a wife and family In
Moscow. lie was arrested on a charge of illegal entry June 21.'
and WWI sent to a Texas detention cirrip to await deportation.
Subseqbent findings make things different. He could %vied up with
,aittonal Bostisdphotof
(4
IientenC4 Of death.
.
S
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TECHNICOLOR

IS BRIATITMKIN6 AND BEAUTIFUL.
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CskRAG A
Living rots
ette, bat]

In COLOR
_

Termite

Nurm.7 I YATES. ,•••••,....
JOHN FOlo2 GR(Airsy Ntiow•H

'Paducah. Ky.
-P.O. Box 84
Phone 3-2934 or S-6696
Local Customers or
.Contact direct or for Referenc4
of Performance of Work call

ne QUIET MA
TECHNICOLOR

JOHN WAYNE-MAUREEN O'HARA
BARRY FITZGERALD

MURRAY LUMBER CO.

A REPOSILIC PICTURE

Phone 262

Murray. Ky.
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CABINET
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FILING CABINET
.1 TYPEWRITER STAND
1/ STORAGE CABINET
- oil

-

iro ANN
eg='-

'$64.50
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• Manifold
hooks

Dori
got
I've
you
not
you
day
sire'
at 3
the
"I
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wise
thin
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Fee

No. 379 WIER SIZE
A filing cabinet, typewriti steed
and storage cab•net all t ono Ball
bearing retractable typewrI- Jr desk and
two storage compartments under lock
end key. Also three full suspension letter files. Heavy steel, 34,4" wide, 404s"
high, 17" dmp. Green or gray finish.
No. 379
LEGAL SIZE: The above cabinet with legal
instead of letter size drawers 37. wide,
4040" high, 17" deep. No. 679
$69
.95
4- Same on N. 379 but with two
drawers for 3.5 or 46 index double
(6400 capacity replacing' the top cords
letter
file drawer. Oliv• green or
Cole gray.
No. 479....

!Regisier
' Perms

ft:if(

aa".4*
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1 —13
TODAY 1 'laC-0414-1)
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"JOE BUTTERFLY"

Call TERMINIX — World's
Control
Largest
Organization
I

Pencils used by Abel to conceal microfilm spy messages.

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
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Dahm Sight

W MARKETING TRICK

xent development in peachc
ting is hydro-cooling, Lidlich
immersing -peaches in ice
eater as soon as they are
I, say UK Extension mar-specialists. With-such sueh•
.atment immediately after
g for 20 to 25 mittutee,

e ripen more evenly and
eep 4 to 5 days longer than

uncooled ones Hycil-o-c•ailso makes possible the hick ji•-inis

,ff

ART. ciipl si,nd shady.
s ate bath. Large window fan.
F. Bilbrey, 512 Broad Street.
Al3t-

ENDS TON ITE *
AUDIE MURPHY in
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

JOHN I
WAYNE I
is A RICITMAN!
I•

1-Reverence
4-Rear of ship
7-Pitchers
12-Crony trianin
13-Fr rock raft
14-Song-and dance show
_
15-Spray
17-Canonised
person
-Itoyal
16,
f
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tendency
21-Playing card
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23-Trade for
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sical dramas
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2
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IRSOtT11121K046 AND 81AUTIFUL.
4141/441111 J yrkrIS wwews
Keel 40401 Glit•stss
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TECHNICOLOR

4-Seell outing
6-Turkish hat
$--seesaw

1641rity official
20-Sanity
22-11.0141
24-Confedet a t•
general
-ronduetrd
22-Foothke part
I ftr
"S I'
port ralt
16--4 opening
31-Devoured
33-Fall back
14-Tag
,17-Itrieal
• 19--rb,yey stone
42-Winced
413-Striped beast
44-Prophets
44-rvits
47-Rounded •
trump...
trim45-Celtic: black
11-Room In harem

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE'HOUR,

ALL EYES were not on people
like Senator McClellan and the

MEXICO CITY lB -More than
125.000 MTrxican migrant workers will head for American firmse
this week, government officials
estimated today.

showgirl
when
witnesses
Gretchen Dahm showed up as
a spectator at the labor rackets hearing in Washington.

eye-filling visitor
from Gotham. (international)
She's

an

For instance: Keep litter dry
insure clean eggs; gather eggs
four or five times daily in wire
or plastic basket; keep a small
basket attached to the main
egg basket' so cracked and dirty
eggs can be kept separate from
good eggs in a cool room, wring
house or cellar for rapid -cabling;
moisture should be .added to the
floor to prevent egg moiStureloss. Put baskets and egg cases,
fillers, flats and cartons shoUld
be cool when the eggs are casece
Let eggs remain in gathering
basket overnight before being
casd.

Z.o/44/7"

"WHERE THINGS ARE HAPPENING"
OMB

TUESDAY ONLY

BETTE
DAVIS

BUICK and

Protect egg from the sun while
carrying to ramket if convenient, market two or three times- a

'PONTIAC

week.

COMM MON

HURRICANE BERTHA IS - LITTLE SISTER TO AUDREY
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

1951 PONTIAC, 4-dr. This car
has 20,000 actual miles. Priced
1073 _or_ 980.A19C
.

be
Phone
cum Real Estate Agency.
A 15C
48 or 1447.

Rock 'N Roll't

Star
/FAA ...ilk
R•pristed be tarreagesolt wk.\ 1,1111.m Kerrey aOn eillblitritel be Lifts Trtur••

haprens that I'm frighten.d";Weed h;-r whet she knew about
.4
.
r
-What are
you ft igozened is
on
open
•
office
E KEPT the
rhe neighbor tn
111.% wife.
lk
about?"
r
closed
Saturday mornings,
She opened a drawer in the the Miler 'side said that you nod
Saturday
noon.
the doors at
desk and took out two legs.- asked the same questions.' that
afternoon Bertha and I usually looking documents an] passed what you hadn't made any statebad an hour's conference and them over. "Take a look at ments, your questions insinuated
that Mrs. Wells might nave disprogrammed work for the follow- these.'
ing week. Bertha liked to check
I took one look at the titles. appeared as the result t foul
This I a hell of a mess!
over the books end the bank ac- That was:enough._ Is the 8
count every week and see- hoW nor Court of the State of Cali- Mrs. ftnaigh is scared stiff!"
"What do you mean, scared
things were coming.
fornia in and for the County of
walked into the office right Los Attacks, Drury Wells, Plain"I mean she was "scared-out of
on the dot of nine o'clock Sitter- tiff, versus Bertha Coot and Don- stifi7
growth. She couldn't-day morning. Bertha wasn't In ald Gam OS co-partners transact. a year's
hiccup she was so scared."
as vet. I told Elsie to let me Sao business SIOCkr the firm name even
I said. "Did you tell ner. rehe
know the minute Bertha came and style of Cool and Lam.
I didn't need to turn back the you wanted to know .what she
in.
look at the com- had told me?"
She came in about ten minutes summons and
"Of course. Why else would
but I gi:.need through it..
past nine, and as soon as the plaint,
Drury Wells had done a good have gone to see her?"
entered her office. Elsie tipped
"You told her that we were
He *Hegel that he was eyme off. I walked into Bertha's Ph,
that
Road,
Frostmore
1638
at
ing
open
"We
gall,
private office and
-ht."
inghastt'isecirt7g
defendants had Intruded upon be"T
up at nine o'clock. Where have the
-IIrfore You asked for the inprivacy, had interviewed the
his
been?"
you
neighbors in a way calculated to formation?"
Bertha looked up at me. opened plant in the mtnris of said neigh"Well, I wanted to be fair with
somesay
to
her mouth, tried
bors the belief that plaintiff was the woman. 1 put the cards Or
face
Her
couldn't.
thing and
a murderer, to undermine his the table."
gradually got the color of liver. good name in the neighborhood.
"That." I said. "was one nett
Finally she found her tongue.
de'endants had thereafter of a way to go about it, Eertha
•
that
"Where have I been? Why, notified the police that the plain- She's scared to death of net husDorald Lam, you pint-size, you've tiff had murdered the woman who band, and the minute she realgot It nerve to ask me where was living with him as his wife, ized it lawsuit had been flied. she
I've been. Where do you think that as a result of this informa- wouldn't give you the time of
you're, been? What's the idea of tion, the police had placed a day."
not letting anybody know where guard upon his house, had seb"Well," Bertha snapped. "she
you are? I put in all day yester- jected him to -notoriety, had talked with Frank Sellers all
day calling every baby-faced forced him, to -go Into retirement.. right, and she can't get out of it
siren who had ever made a pass hail subjected him to annoyance that way.'
at yen, trying to find out where and inconvenience, had caused
settled hark to do a little
the hell you were.
him great mental suffering, had thinking. "You'll notice." I said.
"You've got a nerve ducking damaged his health and reputa- "that he doesn't state that the
out and not letting anybody know tion in the community, etc., etc., woman who was living with him where you are. What do you etcu
was his wife. He states that the
think I am? A hired hand er
lie wanted tifty,thousand dol- woman who was living with him'
have
something? And then you
lars'. actual damages, and one as his wife.... Ile was never di•You
the unmitigated cruet, the abso- hundred thousand dollars' puni- vorced from his wife.
barging
.come
to
gall
lute utter
tive da?riages. I tossed the com- know. Bertha, the question of
In here and want to know where plaint and summons back on that telephone convereation with
Frank Sellers I. ,going to be
Bertha's desk.
I've been!"
"Well," I told her, "you know damned important. Will ,Frank
"The office opens at nine
stay with es on this thing?"
o'clock,* I said. "1 was here the facts."
"Frank isn't going out on a
"I'm not certain I do," Bertha
wafting for you."
limb," she said. "He'll testify
She got so mad she started said.
that you told him a murder had
'What do you mean?"
sputtering.
notice this allega- been committed. He's in a lam
you
"Well,
magnanisaid
I
well."
"Oh,
about you Wanting the way It is and he Isn't going
mously, "forget it. I understand tion In there
n in the minds of to- lose tea Job sticking up for
that when you own a business, the Insinuatio
that he had com- us."
you're not.theposed us be a slave his neighbors
s. murder."
"Weth" I said. "this makes
to it. After all, Bertha, we both mitted
4 have to take a little time off "Go on," I said.
Corning an important witness.
"Well, of course, as soon as He was here at the time of thai
once in a while. Just let it go."
was served on me, I telephone conversation."
Bertha said, "You little sqiiirtt this thing
to get hold of you. I
"Donald, have'--they got a
You're Just doing that to irritate tried
find you. I felt the prop- case?" the nsked,'
me. You're. trying te take the couldn't
out
and
go
to
was
do
to
thing
"Not if we can get. anybody
• wind ont of my snits. And you've er
a written statement from this to tell the truth," I said. "But
done It! You know nie well get
would
she
-which
In
Raleigh
Mrs.
with Mrs. Raleigh running for
enough to use those brains of
that she was the one who rover- What was tlie.-address
yours to tie me n11 lip In a knot any
you about his having .mur- Cordiffhg gave us?"
before I Can get started. I'm 90 told
his wife."
":The f2rirtmooth Katel7"
damned mad at you Find vet, un- dered
"What happened?" I asked.
"I'm oh rny way," I told her.
derneath it all, I'm sort of half-of
friend
She said, Y1 took n
proud of yoti."
We
witness.
a
Way
for
"Ali right," I said to Bertha. mine along
"Hrmald. he'll pulverise yon."
there Mrs. !Weigh said
"Now tell me what happened yes- went out
little il.•teciite Is is.iined.
the
such
any
you
told
never
terday that was so Important." she
Continue this netionful tale of
you
that
said
ftnleigh
Mrs.
Bertha's lips ramie together In thing.
here tomorrow.

'W

;net, typewriti stand

cabinet all i oer Boll
actable tepee.; .r desk and
compartments under lock
so three full s.:spention let.
Ivy steel,
34'•" wide, 404.."
IP•P• Green or gray finish.

' 164.50

••••-•''

hi above cabinet with legal
Per size drawers 37l."w,de,
17" deep. No. 879
379 but with two double
3.5 or 1,6 index cords
ty reploc.nd the top
letter
Olive green Of Cole gray.

$65.95
-$7.30 orld4lon0l
finish..---$12.30 additional •
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S thin, tight line. "Donald, It so came around

over there ind

mystery
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THURSDAY - AUG. 15th ONLY ON STAGE
IN PERSON
That "Whole Lotta Shakin'" Boy

acres of
40 ACRE FAital. 35
acres
exlra good farm land. 5
wo.ids lot. Good 4 room house,
good
extra good tobacco farm,
4
crib, stock barn, good fence,
acres of hog fenee. 2•acre tobacco
his
base. Ike acre
.i,‘ •.1 .11_ best
farm is located
farming areas in tr. county. Can
beu_ght fur only $5,500. Bau-

ClIAPTEn 16

91

Movie -- In His First Big Screen

A19C

•

ON OUR SCREEN

"GUN THE MAN DOWN"
starring - the Sheriff of T.V.'s "Gunsmoke"
JIM ARNESS

my
TIRES, New and Used. Get
price before buying. ?hone '1073.
307 N. 4th.

•
Owes milorliel

Rising

I

ITM
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DRIVERS FREE

Fastest

TI
TE SITS

•

MURR A
rheatte
DRIVE-IN
WY. oflr e

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

ND

Funeral Home
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
- Friendly Service 311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98

NlioroseedreDrag Otestare"1-

HN WAYNE.MAUREEN O'HARA
BARRY FITZGERALD

0 OW lee Kr** swwlfr Gwfew

Max H. Churchill

to-protect quality.--

MEXICAN WORKERS DUE

DOWN
I-Separate
2-1.1a nt

•

weather, )iane-

- PONTECOURNE,
A burly truck driver, annoyed- at
the motorist behind him in a
traffic jam Wednesday wno was
leaning on his horn, climbed
down and slapped the shor L
driver's face. Police said that
when they revived the truck
driver they told him the little

GOOD SELECTION of used bed
room suites $39.50 up. Good used
electric stoves and refrigerato
extra nice selection of new bedroom suites and living room
suites 699.50 up. Exchange Furniture Co., 300 Maple. Phone 877.
Al5C

44-Fliectrified
particle
41-Fly log
'mon ztints
43-Itiver in
Germany
47-111Nrepressnt
SS-Perfect
fdi-l'ayment of toll
62-Aualliary verb
53-CyprInold fish
64-Comb: form:
threefold
45-1'ersona who
epaintlt talk
6S-Cry of crow
67-Bitter vetch

Summer Egg
Handling Is
Important

BENTON HARBOR, Mich. NI
-Police are looking for a burglar with a coupon book who
broke into an auto parts shop,
skipped the cash box and expulsive tools, and stole 25,000
trading stamps.

means careful handling is needeu

lightweight
See Shannon Ellis, Ellis Popcorn driver was European
Al5P boxing champion Duilio Lou.
Co.

32- Sr.asone,1
XS- Bevoured
36-Tropical
American tree

5

2

ATZGERALP
e THE

BOY'S English Bicycle used one

REDEMPTION SOUGH

NO CAUSE FOR ALARM
DETROIT 110 - Seventeen
cops who responded to a burglary alarm Wednesday appaarently know where their breid -is
buttered. It proved to be -a short
circuit in lie alarm system instailed in the city treasurer's
office-where payroll checks for
city' employes are made out.

Several systems' of handling
If not pleased, your 400 back at
eggs in hot summer months will
This STRONG
protect egg quality, says C. E •ny drug counter.
off infected
Extensi?ei, Service poultry speci- germicide sloughs
skin. Exposes more germs to its
alist,
killing action. Use instant-drying
day or night. Now at
Egg deteriorate rapidly in hot

A FIGHTING CHAMPION

Excellent
PIANO.
UPRIGHT
Machine repre- tone. Recently tuned. Phone 135
GARAGE APT. Rear 714 Poplar. SINGER Sewinr
A14C
Murray. For sales, or see at 1662 Ryan Ave.
Living room, bedroom, kitchen, sentative in
Mr.
contact
repair,
and
_re
-service
No
month.
per
ainette, bath. $30
42 TOBACCO Scaffold's; 1 rubber
StAnswer to Yesterclav'• DosS
tire wagon. 1-8 chue wheat drill.

JOE BUTTERFLY"

*willow!

FOR SALE

NOTICE

-MODERN •Furnished Apt. Cool GREENFIELD FABRICS will be
and eltacty. Private bath. Large closed Aug-4st 12 to lg. "Cone
,Ainduw fan. E. F. Bilbrey, 512 buying trip.
•.A14P
A13C
Broad Street.

AIR-CONDITIONED

In

at the .Beale Hotel.
A13C
.and $S.

,• o..\NCY

peaches at a riper stage of
ity

children except possibly _small A. M. Dugari...N. 16th-Ext. Phone
TFC
baby. Key and information dt 22504.
Bank of Murray, Marjorie Buie
repair
watch
my
moved
have
I
A14C
Northshop to Murray Jewelry Store RIDERS- to Washington,
leavnext door to the Peoples Bank. ern Calif., or Oregon. Am
apt.
duplex
Contact
S. ROOM MODERN
will appreciate-your business:- -ing-- -Friday- morning.
I
or
Available Aug. 20. Call 33
Glenn D. Armstrong. Ph. 1649-J.
AM C41""-Sa404044--)
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Hurricane Bertha,
of Cameron, La., as wind and rains from
in on the area. A
SHERIFF 0,B. CARTER views the main street
roaring
come
S.,
U.
the
of
coast
Gulf
the
the season's second tropical storm to lash
to avert the tragedy of that
and,
violence
Audrey's
Hurricane
(International)
boat on its side still bears witness to
. Bertha, however, did little damage.
storm, more than 3,000 persons were evacuated
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Breakfast Field
Doherty Home Far
Miss Rubie Smith
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WOMEN'S PAGE
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Bridal Shower At
Henry Home Given
For Bride-elect:
•_

ctjyitie

Nei

Til3urfeen,'Editor...Won* 694-M-4 or-1614
I
.

Coca&

Weddings

PERSONALS

Luncheon Given For
Miss Jellison it
Paris Landing Inn

Miss Ruble Smith who will be
leaving- soon to make her home
in Nashville. Tenn., was the honoree at a delightfully planned
breakfast held at the home of
Mrs. A. 4, Doherty on Saturday,
August 10, at eight o'clock in the
morning.
The hostesses for the lovely
occasion were Mrs. Doherty, Mrs.
Rue Overbey, and Mrs. Mavis

Mrs Dave Hamm Mrs. Elliott
• ancLibles _Ito N.•Steele and Miser relatives-in the county, .
Mrs. Vernon Stubbletield, Jr., Ii-cl'higatisispitist
table was centered
•Carnish.
Wear, and `AlosAlist11,-Alista
,Chitctrrn, Bob and Jime of hbarnio
and Mrs. Prank -Albert Stubeite.:
enta.,yr_b_v
raioc
g7
4.40
a
ith er.,
Y. 'nored Miss Jenne Lou Jellison Fla., have been visiting their
this
borne
arrived
Sledd
fuolit were hostesses at a lunchon Saturday With a •miseeflaneous parents, Mrs. Bernice Steele ind wk 'irn the-trriTVettsite' Of 'e'en given at the lovely Paris
summwhere the guests were seated
soawer at Mrs. Henry's spacious Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Mahan and Kentucky in Lexington where Landing Inn on Kentucky Lake
were .overlaid
with brown cloths
Eir
.
Paducah
Highway.
home on the
he has been attending_ _school in honor of Miss Jenne Lou
dining
The living room and
and writ woe-at:ere n-rish----hin-pae- .TerfrOCaT,
rtort of Stuart-As
_
room WM* highlighted with asents, Mr. and Mrs. T. Sledd on Lassen of Battle Creek, Mich.,
Ian sorted bridal arrangements of
'Poplar Street.
on Friday;
old
••• s
out flowers. The dining room
Thi
The dining table around which
was attractively decorated with
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Suttle
Los
a miniature white net parasol
and children of Long Beach, all the guests were seated was
eag
-which centered the table ,an- , The lawn of the horrie of Mrs. Calif., have been the guests of centered with a beautifully aroth
Hazel Tutt was the *scene of the Mrs. Suttle's mother, Mrs.- E.
-ranged assortme-nt _. of garden
which the gifts were placed.
The hostesses presented Miss fried chicken and homemade ice Jones and Mr. Jones; South 10th flowers and decorative place
cards Indicated where the guests
Jellison with a corsage of yellow cream supper held by the mem- Street.
rer
• * •
were to be seated. A delicious
gladioli and to her mother, Mrs. bers of Grove 128 and the Jessie
die
Houston Service Club of the
salad plate was served
shrimp
of
white
a
corsage
G.
Jellison.
chosen
C.
name
the
Dean
is
Jerry
his
carnations. The honoree wore a Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle by Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Eugene followed, by dessert and coffee.
anc
trousseau frock fashioned in a on Thursday. August 8, at six- Knight of Hardin for their son. _ The hostesses, along with Mrs.
halter sundress of yellotv, black thirty o'clock in the evening.
/
2 ounces, Vernon Stubblefield, Sr., and
weighing 7 pounds 11
Mrs. Oneida Boyd and Mrs. born on Monday. July 29, at the their families presented Miss
and white design, a "Mr. Mort"
has
Nannie McCoy, presidents of the Murray Hospital.
Jellison with an exquisite sterl•
eriginal.
Mr
ing silver platter and a corsage
• •••
After the gifts were opened, 'Grove and the club respectively,
Mr
a delicious frozen dessert plate presided at the meeting. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Oakley.. of white carnations and ivy.
Lois Waterfield presented a mo- Jr., of Hardin are the parents
Miss Jellison wore for the oco as served.
Friends and family of t h e tion after, discussion that the of a son, James Steven, weighing casion a "Mr. Mort" .Original of
bride-elect were among the many -Murray Grove purchased a wheel six pounds 10 minces, born ,on black and -white applique scrolls,
chair for use of its members or
gaests.
Viesday_july 30, ats the Murray with full gored skirt and fitted
to lend to the community if and
bodice with double ribbon-starps.
Hospital.
when necessary.
Family and friends were in• • •-•.
The - nominating
committee '
cluded among the many guests.
A o n. Bobb Keith, wet It
of Mrs.
sesen pounds 11 ounces, was
)h. Hazel Tun, andjanie
der
MrsOY
Colda
g.-t born : Mr. and Mrs, Bobby Joe
.VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
bet
by
Curd was selected
Mrs. B--)ri- Wade, -500 South Ninth Street.
The officers for the Grove,- will
Ma
on Tuesday. July 30, at the
gus ,
be seleoted in September-oh
Murray Hospital:
• -. The regular meeting times for
eve
• ••
L Rand,
CHICAGO IP
both the 'Grove and .Club will
chief curator of zoology at the
'DROWNS IN WASHTUB
Wa
be resumed in September. Plans
--Geoggettt- Chicago Natural History MuREAL. France
me
Were made for . the meeting
places''if the Service Club for Fodere. 20. fainted while doing seum, says to be wary of people
told me."
bet
There may be a "whole lotta the remainder of the year as her washing Wednesday and who say "a little bird
"don't
shakin' gain' on" in Murray this followto September. Mrs. B. Wall drowned in the washtub 'though Those little talking birds
ser
Thursday night when the cen- Idelugin, October. Mrs. Martha it contained only two 'quarters understand what they're saying,"
Band said.
tral character in one,of the most 'Carter; November. Mrs. L 1 a of water, police said .today.
ed:
fantastic success stories of the Valentine; December. Christmas
ma
entertainment business comes to party at the Wornan's Club
Eat.
House.
'town. •
jeer's Lee Lewis, who recero:y
The hcatesset- for the Meeting
were Mrs. Tutt. Mrs. Robbie
the
rose sp the lop of the heap
13rock Pri roll artists after only Paschall. and Mrs. Helois Robts
chs
two records. will make his last erts. They were assisted in servPEOPLE LIVING in this 200-year-old building truLtsbon are enloying
ant
personal aptearance in Western ins by Misses Stigma Blackwood,
Lp•to-date living conditions, say, a caption in a Portuguese Pub-.
Rot s Kentucky at the Muray Drive In Loretta Culver, and Margie Jo
anon. Instead of going for a king walk, they have outhouses
'Ka
Theatre Thursday night.
Banks.
built on their balconies, and connected to • central plumbing
•• IP •
- 1
Theatre manager Tommy
(international)
system. It must be an improvement, too.
—bo-Brown says he is expecting_
- at,
minor traffic yarn to develop
at
here as youngsters front t his
Tuesday, Aegusi ,13
immediate area, as well as hunMurray Star Chapter No. .433
dreds of grown-ups, gather for
Order of the Eastern Star will
a gelluine rock 'n roll session.
hold its regular meeting at the
Disc giockeys from many surMasonic Hall at seven - thirty
rounding radio' stations will be
o:clock.
here its they wish to interview
••••
phenomena
one of the mostl
Circles
eft
the WMS of the
singing sensations in the nation
First Baptist Church will.study
today.
the book on' "Prayer" at twoMost Americans had neve
th'rt o'clock as follows: I. Mrs.
-heard--ef-Jerry---LeeJack Kennedy; II. Mrs. 0. C.
William F. Tompkins, assistant P. S. attorney general In charge
to be cor.fused with Jerry Lewis
Wells;
III
and
VI.
Mrs.
B.
C.
of internal security, stands in his Brooklyn. N. Y., federal budding
of the movies r until less than
Grogan; IV, Mrs. Loeb; VII, Mrs.
office and points to where Soviet spy Rudolf Isanosleh Abel used
three weeks,. ago when he apEdgar Pride.
sia artist Emil Goldius. Shortwave radio wail found there.
peared on Steve Alien's nation• • ••
S.
e•
ally telecast show in New York.
Monday. August i9
The appearance. coining or. the
The Young Women's Class- of
heels of his -Whole Lotta ShakTht
'IMpErst ChtifTri. • rs.
in' Gain' On" recordFelease.
created tremendous excitement E. C. Jones. teacher: Will . have
a dinner meeting at the Murray
in the entertainment world.
New York -flipped" and that's Grill at sixsthuoy o'clOck..Pease
sayir.g a lot for a town that's make reservations with your
seen everything. From all oree grotip captain by Friday.
.4. —lams*
America and from. many foreign
countries have come a flood of pearance on The'Steve Allen
requests for the "shakin'" record. Show. He is to appear on the
Since the first TV appearance Paramount Theatre in- New York
Lewis has appeared on "The for 10 days beginning August
Big- Beat" show conducted by 28. with a guarantee of inure
Man Freed, and just last Sunday matey than any other artist has
•
night. made a second request ap- ever been paid di the Paramount,

Imp

NEW MARKETING TRICK

and centereq with small bouquets
of snapdragons.
Thane.sinseent were Mesdames
J. N. Outland, Solon Darnell,
Codie Lee Caldwell, John Waters,
Charles Sexton, Lillian Smith,
Holmes Ellis,- Bun Crawford,
Rodgers, Prentice Lassiter, Glen'
Hodges, Wells Overbey, Frank
Ryan, Earl Douglass, and E. B.
Huwton; Misses Laurine Tarry,
Hazel Tarry, Frances Sexton,
Ruth Sexton, Vera Snelling, Lottye Suiter, Mary Lassiter, and
Ruth Lassiter; the honoree and
the hostesses.
• •• • •
„ Wadraeday. AuguM.-14-o -Circ.*. V 'of the -WMS of
First _Etaptist _Church . will m
at die- Mission at two - t
o'clock.

Canada's Gain
A recent development in peach
marketing is hydro-cooling, which
.litans immersing peaches in ice,
cold water as soon as they are
picked, say UK Extension mar-keting specialittsOWith such such IF
a treatment immediately after
picking for 20 to 25 minutes,
oeache ripen more evenly and
will keep 4 to 5-days longer than
will uncooled _ones Hydro-cooling also maims possible the _pick.
mg of peaches at a riper stage of
nfaturity

Tutt Honléli.Scene
,OfDinner Meeting
Of Grove And Club

•
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MODERNIZATION IA LISBON

mai

'

Jerry 14.m_
Lewis Will Appear Here'

EVIDENCE AGAINST SPY ABEL

NINA DIACONESCUE, the Marilyn Medina of Communist Romania before she sought asy-.
turn in 'Italy while attending
a film festival in Venice, is
shown being interviewed in
Rome. Zhe 29-year-old actress•
has received a visa to enter
Canada. Said she, "I never
planned to escape, but when I
saw the free world for the first
time in my life, it was like receiving an electric shock, and I
' (International)
woke up."
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Call TERMINIX — World's
Largest Termite Control
Organization
I
All Work and Service
Performed B,

OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
CORP.
Paducah, Ky.
P.O. Box 84
Phone 3-2934 or :is-6696
Local Customers or
Contact direct or for Referenct
of Performao,e of Worit call

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
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August Specials*

back toschool permanents
Price of Permanent Includes Haircut and
LUCY BESHEAR, Mgr.
—

OPERATORS

Styling

Ct5mE.

P,7AiutiNi,

For Appointment Phone 648

CQI.LEGE BEAUTY SALON
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Its own story.

EVIDENCE BEING readied in New York against accused Russian
spy Rudolf Ivanovieh Abel Includes these items. Abel, 53, is 'a
colonel in Soviet counter•tntelligence, has a wife and family In
liciscow. lie was arrested on • charge of illegal- entry June 21,
and was sent to a Texas detention camp to await deportation.
Subsequent findings make things different. He could wind up with
(I .,.‘attonal Sound/04'ot°)
11entenCe Of Oath.
.
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4- Same as No. 379 but with two
double
drawers for 3,5 or 4,6 index cards
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gray.
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LEGAL SIZE The above cabinet with legal
instead of letter size drawers. 37,..." wide,
403S" high, 17" deep. No. 879 $69
.95
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No, 379 LETTER SIZE
A filing cabinet, typewriti
and storage cabinet 041
Ball s
bearing retractable Pype-r r desk
Iwo storage COrnportmenis under and
and key. Also three full suspension lack
letter files. Hetsvy steel, 34%" wide, 40h"
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No-
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.Se per word ter one day, ntleinitun et 17 words fee 110e

FOR RENT
.• aNCY at the Beale Hotel.
A13C
$6 and, $8.
.
MUUJERN APT. Cool and shady.
ay% ate bath. Large:window Ian.
F. Bilbrey,o512 Woad Street.

1.11-111111•1111

AIR-CONDITIONED

MURPHY

In COLOR

IS A RIOTMAN!

a

WWW.

loWILLIN411

-A FIGHTING CNAMPtoff

--FOR--.SALEA-

BOY'S English Bicycle used one
yeaf. $20. Phone 1850 after 6:00
A14C
'
P;277

El

JOHN I
WAYNE

REOHAIRED

RIDERS to Washington, Northern Calif., or Oregon. Am leavmorning. Contact
ing Friday
Glenn D. Armstrong. Ph. 1649-J.
• •

PONTECOURNE, Italy lir A burls, truck- ale:arr.:annoyed at
the motorist behind him in a
traffic jam Wednesday wno was
leaning on his horn, climbed
down and slapped the shor t
driver's face. Police said that
when they revived the truck
driver they told him- the little
driver was European lightweight
boiling champion Duilio Loi.

mrEgWoliimg
R°454910

Is ra'',7

ALL EYES were not on people
like Senator McClellan and the
showgirl
when
witnesses
Gretchan Dahm showed up as
a spectator at the labor rackets 'hearing in Washington.
Visitor
eye-filling
an
She's
from

Gotham. (international)

For instance: Keep litter dry
insure clean eggs; gather egg/
four or fixe times daily in w*
or plastic basket; keep a small
basket attached to the main
egg basket so cracked atiO dirty
eggs can be kept separate from
good eggs in a cool room, spring
house or cellar for rapid cooling;
moisture should be added to the
floor to prevent egg moistureloss. Put baskets and egg cases,
fillers, flats and cartons should
be cool when the eggs are cased
Let eggs remain in gathering
basket overnight before being
casd.
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looking documents and passed
had an houra conference and them over. "Take a look at
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fLs!ted h^r what she
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.
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. Jr

about
.1.0:11.5

kitieci ins woe. The neighbor in
the saner side said that you nod
asked the Same questions. that

whik ys.0 hadn't made any statements. your questions insinuated
that Mrs. Wells might nave disprogrammed work for the follow- these."
check
at foul
ing week. Bertha liked to
took one look at the titles. appeared as the result
tank
-Daus eal-a_ssall_ot_a
Ilse
-- -over the Moiea.aud-tha
count every week and see bow not Court of,the State of Cal:- Mrs. Raleigh is scared -stiff!"
"'What do you mean, scared
were coming.
in and for the Connty of

•

things
Nowa
I walked into the office right Dos Angeles, Drury Wells, Plain- stiff"
"I mean she was scared out of
on the jot of nine o'clock Satur- tiff, versus Bertha Coot arid Donin ald Lain as co-partners transact. a year's growth. She couldn't
wasn't
Berths
Morning.
day
me 4n Dimness under the firm *tame even hiccup she was so seared."
as vet. I told Elsie to let
I said. "Did you tell ner whir
know the minute Bertha came and stint. ef Coot and Lam.
I didn't need to turn back the
summons and look at the complaint, but.; gls.need through it.
Drury Wells had done a good
job. lie allege.] that he was living at 1638 Frostmore Road, that
the defendants had Intruded upon
his privacy. had interviewed the
you been?"
neighbors in a way calculated to
up at me. opened
Berthoir
plant in the minds of said neightried to say someher m
bors the belief that plaintiff was
face
Her
thing a d coithirft.
a murderer, to undermine his
liver.
of
color
the
gradually got
good name In the neightsorhood,
Finally she found her tongue.
de'endants had thereafter
Why, that
"Where have I been?
notified the police that the plainDorald Lem, you pint-sire, you've tiff had murdered the woman who
got a nerve to ask me where was living with him as his wife.
I've been. Where do you think that as a result of this informayou're been? What's the idea of tion, the police had placed a
not letting anybody know where guard upon his house, had subyou are? I put in all day yester- jected
to notoriety, had
him
day calling every baby-faced forced him, to go into retirement,
pass
a
made
ever
had
siren who
had subjected him to annoyance

in.

She came in about ten minutes
she
past nine, and as soon as
entered her office, Male tipped
Bertha's
me olf. I walked Into
private office and said. -We open
have
Where
up at nine o'clock.
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in on the area. A
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to lash the
the season's o-coral tropical storm
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damage. (International)
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TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT BOXOFFICE
Adults .... 1.25 - Children Under 12 .... .25

by Ernie Bushmiller
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I WONDER IF THAT
SIGN MEANS
ANY -FONG ?

by Raeburn Van Buren
ABBIE an' SLATS

AS YOU AMERICANS PUT

c

I THINK 50, THURSDAY.
(...._
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HOW DO I LOOK'
HEY,YANK- GET A MOVE ON.
THESE PARIS PARTIES HAVE
A WAY OF MOVING OUT
FROM UNDER YOU,
FIND SOMETHING
THAT PITS?*

IT (WWSTLE)WNIEE

WHEEEE ..!
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•

by Al Capp
IJL' ABNER NOT AT ALL!!-YOU'RE
TIME!!-JT'S
EXACTI-I
THREE!!

WATCH MUST
BE FA.T.r.r-

-AND SO I PRONOUNZE'YOU,
TINY AND PATIENCE,AND 1'00,
FAILWELL:AND BESSIE,
HUSBANDS AND WI---

•
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what she

wanted to know

"Well, I wanted to be fair with
the woman. I nut the cards on
the table."
"That," I said. "was one hell
of n way to go about it, L'ertha
She's scared to death of net ill/3
hand, and the minute she real
tzed It lawsuit had been filod. ehwouldn't give you the time of

-

•••-

a

NANCY

once in a while. Just let
little squirt! this thing was served on me, I telephone con,versation."
Bertha Said.
tried to get hold of you. I
"Donald, have they got a
You're putt doing that to Irritate
couldn't find you. I felt the prop- case?" she asked.
Inc. You're trying to take the
and
out
er thing to do was to.go
"Not If we can get anybody
wind out of my sails. And you've
get a written statement fions this to tell the truth," I said. "Bet
done it! You know me well
would
she
which
in
Raleigh
with Mrs. Raleigh running for
enough to use those brains of Mrs.
that she was, the one who rover- What was the address
yours to tie me all lip in a knot say
murhaving
his
about
you
told
Corning gave us?"
before I can get started. Pro so
his; wife."
"The Vartmonth Hotel.",
damned mad at you and vet, un- dered
"What happened?" I asked.
• "I'm oh my way," I told her.
derneath It all, I'm sort Of half-took .a friend of
She said,
way proud of you.'
along for a witness. We
"All right," 1 said to Bertha. mine
"Donald, he'll pulverize rm."
out there. Mrs. Raleigh said
"Now tell me what Kappened yes- went
lime detective in vi.irtied.
the
such
'any
you
never told
terday that waif so important." khe
Continne this et-mufti tale of
you
ealti,lbat
Raleigh
things Mrs.
tomorroo.
Bertha's lips came together lh
there and mystery here
lino. "Donald, it so Came around over
a thin, tight
- .

cor9Y rEADED - coe

Screen Movie -

had told me?"
"Of course.' Why else would I
have gone to see her?"
"You told her that we werg
being sued r•
-That's right."
"Before you asked for the in.

day."
"%Vell," Bertha snapped. "she
talked v..ith Frank Sellers all
right, and she can't get out of it
that way."'
at rm. trying to find out where and inconvenience, had caused
settled bark to do a little
the hell you were.
him great mental suffering, had thinking. "You'll noUce," I said,
"You've got a nerve ducking damaged his health and reputa- "that he .doesn't state that the
out and not letting anybody know tion in the community, etc., etc., woman who was living with him
where you are. What do you etc.
was his wife. He states that the
think I am? A hired hand or
He wanted fifty thousand dol- woman who was living with him
-aomethlngt And then you have lars' actual damages,' and one as his wife.... Ile was never di.
You
uni- voiced from his wife.
the unmitigated Fetter. the abso- hundred thousand dollars'
lute atter gall to come barging tive damages. I tossed the com- know, ItSrtria. the question of
with
where
ion
know
conversat
to
In here and want
plaint and summons back on that telephone
Frank Sellers is going to be
Bertha's desk.
I've been!"
nine
'Well," I told her, "you know damned important. Will Frank
at
opens
office
"The
stay with na on this thing?"
o'clock," I said. "I was here the facts."
"Frank isn't going out on a
"I'm not certain I do," Bertha
waiting for you."
limb," she said. "He'll testify
She got so mad she started said.
"that you told him a murder had
"What do you mean?"
sputtering.
this allege- been committed. He's In a jam
notice
you
"Well.
magnanisaid
"Oh, well," I
there about you is/eating the way it Is and he isn't going
mously. "forget it. I understand non In
the InsInuatIon• in the minds of to lose his job 'sticking up for
holiness.
a
own
you
when
that
his neigh'bors that he had com- us."
you're not supposed t6 be a slave
a murder."
"Welk" I said, "this makes
to it. After all. Bertha, we both mitted
"Go on," I said.
Corning an important witness.
have to take a little time off
"Well, of course, as soon as He- was here at the t7rne of that
It go."

•
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His First Big

THURSDAY - AUG. 15th ONLY
ON STAGE
IN PERSON
That "Whole Lotta Shakin'" Boy

r••••}••• 9,S4 MM.

•

ON OUR SCREEN

starring the Sheriff or-1:1t.7s -Gunsmoke"

y A.A. FAIR (ERLE STANLEY GARDNER)
DWI.,but...I a, gime

DAVIS

PONTIAC

Rising

1•9111•••wW&

TO
SEE

TUESDAY ONLY

Fastest

Roortated as• •••••pmen1

4/144/7'

"GUN THE MAN DOWN"

HN WAYNE•MAUREEN O'HARA
BARRY FITZGERALD

e IOW 0, Mr* Stull, tar/••••

_ao•

"WHERE THINGS ARE HAPPENING"

91-Room

A REINISUC PICTURE

crc

/10 W C

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

mom
mums som
mum mom mom

rosin

, •••N:
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A FOAM 11011101111
MIMI PCMII

A

KIKET J v.rtS
G•1•T!ST TIMMY%
JOHN

Funeral Home*.
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
- Friendly Service 311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98

Protect egg from the sun

HURRICANE BERTHA IS LITTLE SISTER TO AUDREY

%L. I

•••

RA
MURIN
theatte

BUICK and

while
carrying to ramket if convenient, market two or three times a
week.

SOUGHT

Max H. Churchill

Several systems of handling
It not pleased. your 400 back at
eggs in hot summer months will
counter. This STRONG
protect egg quality, says C. E any drug
infected
off
Extension Service poultry speci- germicide sloughs
skin. Exposes more germs to its
alist.
killing action. Use instant -drying
at
Egg deteriorate rapidly in hot T-4-L day or night. Now
Harris noes, whicr, Holland Drug Company.
inetaini-eicettil dein:Urge rs'neeetea
to -Prateet tajkality.

WANTED

t

ED. & THI4RSI
_

Summer Egg
Handling Is
Important

REDEMPTION

BENTON HARBOR, Mien. I1ll
-Police are looking for a burglar with a coupon book who
broke into an auto parts shop,
skipped tile-cash box and expensive tools, and stole 25,000
trading stamps.

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE HOUR,'

Excellent
PIANO.
UPRIGHT
135
Machine repre- tone. Recently tuned. Phone
Sewinv
SINGER
Poplar.
714
Rear
GARAGE APT.
A14C
Murray. For sales, or see at 1662 Ryan Ave.
in
sentatIve
kitchen,
bedroom,
Living room,
repair, contact Mr.
ette, bath. $30 per month. No service and
42 TOBACCO Scaffolds, 1 rubber
tire wagon, 1-8 chue wheat drill.
°-'s
ves"°
,
Answ
E
PUZZL
CROSSWORD
See Shannon Ellis, Ellis Popcorn
AS I C13
iJ P
-A15P
5
33-Seasoned
Co.
ACROSS
D
S&-Devouted
al
5S-Truph
erence
1-Rev
American It,.
4-Rear of ship
MEXICAN WORKERS DUE
'Ealplak1615
sa-Fouelko
7-Pitcbeni
GOOP SELECTION of used bed
ied
SO-Electrif
MAVM WMM NUM
ony
12-Cr
particle
1 00
13-Feinale mit
used
OVER UO3a 3
room suites $39.50 up. Good
41-Fl)Lug
14-Song:and03 021IWOW OD
MEXICO - CIT-Y aft----More than
mammals
dance show
stoves and refrigerators,
electric
MOM
45-1tiver
g100 Mg@
15-Spray
Mexican migrant workbed-125.004.
hew
of
lierniany
extra nic,g. selection
17-Canoirrsed
41-11lbrepresent
living room ers will head for American farms
and
suTtes
room
et-Perfect
Furn- this week, government officials
12
(.0-J'as mcnt of toll
suites $99.50 up. Exchange
IS-Ceneral
62--Auxillary verb
tendency
Maple. Phone 877. estimated today._
300
Co.,
lish
ld
'iture
53-ryprinu
21-Playing card
POD MOB MOB
Al5C
15-Riser in Wales 44-1onib. form:
threefold
ca.
15-Trade for
who
-Persona
SS
DOWN •
Money
cannot talk
26-S1 oiliest dramas
lig-Cry of crow
1-Separate
car
vetch
-1111tto
1951 PONTIAC, 4-dr. This
2-1.1nuid
SO-Attic
1-Encomium
20,000 actual miles. Priced
has
coating
-Seed
0
, 4
9 P
7
•
2
1-1'urkish bat
tv sell. Call 1073 or 980-112.
--r••-8•1111/4/11
Al9C
•
*f
11-1>rao a away
9-i)bvIous
my
In-ti urry
TIRES, New and Used. Get
11-Plare
1073,
price before buying. Phone
16-frity official
Al9C
20-knotty
fro at
307 N. 4th. 23
ha,k
../.,
erate
24-i'onfed
I
.
.a
18
general
Ai. Si
acres of
• t
40 ACRE FArtal. 35
17 -ondtieted
acres
IA.
27-Fordlik• part
;456
extra good farm land. 5
fur
house,
_
Vili r
IlOrt raft
woods lot. Good 4 ,room
iS
good
34-4 sPening
extra good tebaeco farm,
11-Devoured
4
12-Fall back
crib, stock barn, good fence,
1.4-Tag
tobacco
acres of hog fence. 2.•acre
. L.ue. this
311-ela'sev store"
base. 71.2 - acre t
42-Winged
best
farm is located ii. .,"0n
41-striped beast
Can
county.
44-Prophets
th
in
areas
farming
Bau47-Sounded a
be bought for only $5,500.
trumpet
Phone
curn Real Estate Agency.
'o. trifle
41-I
Al5C
c•• se,
45-Celtic..'black
Wag. C01101•• fowl. 1•••,
48 or 1447
In harron
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JOE BUTTERFLY"

'NARA

children except possibly small A. M-Dugan, N. 16th Ext. Phone
TIC
baby. Key and information'. at 2250-J.
Bank of Murray, Marjorie Hine.
repair
watch
my
Al4C I have moved
'shop to Murray Jewelry Store
next door to the Peoples Bank.
apt.
3 ROOM MODERN - duplex
I will appreciate your business.
Available Aug. 20. Call 33 or
Aug26C
. ,..444.sc.1,c.lif..ttkri Paschall.
)
ace aa•Stl3 Olive 51.. •
-.

be
MODERN Furnished Apt. Cool GREENFIELD FABRICS will
Large
bath.
Private.
shady.
arid
closed August 12 to 16. Gone
indow fan. IL F. ,Biibrey, 512 baying trip.
A14P
Al3C
Broad Street.

TON ITE

,
01-111

NO CAUSE FOR ALARM
DETROIT lIft - Seventeen
cops who responded to a burglary alarm Wednesday appaarently know where their breid is
buttered. It proved to be a short
circuit in the alarm sjestem installed in the city treasurer's
office-where payroll checks for
city eipployes are made out.

lc per word fee three ;krt. Cleasified ads ars payable In advance.
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rent development in peach
jog is hydro-cooling,, which
immersing peaches in ice •
,:ater as soon as they are
, say UK Extension mar-specialitts: With such such
&Intent immediately alter
g for 20 to 25 minutes,
ripen more evenly and
2ep 4 to 5 days longer than
incooled -ones Hydro-c,,_
to makex possible the Jock
peaches at a riper stage ••f
ity
.
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FACE STX

was the first of the expected
.bornbehells to fall in what could
be filmlands spiciest production.

Dirt

POLES PERMITTED MEMORIAL

contRitiod from pans ono
headlines in 1950 when she was
arre•sted fer• slashing Negro night
-:11111Ypre-dawn Hollywood fracas,
stitNes to close the.
I: :e.olc
.
g.e.p.eg _wound . that extended
fr. in Daniels' cheek to his throat.
red-haired Miss Quillan.
•
te•-. said then. that she' was an
-.1rictis'-e- -a t
.arr. that Daniels had
irfateir Trer. BilkerieSe
•
_. •
ilanie.
i)7te ;.)fi'the biggestbundTestT
linen, to date in the trial
.
! was unwrapped Monday and it
olvd to the biggest box ofice hero•in rravie bistury.-Cfarit
',Gable.
.Gable immediately denied from
his Ha,W1111 vacation spot, testi! morry-ehat he. had an affair with
a party girl-biTt the frank allegaset off renewed behindtSflS
:he-scenes maneuvers to keep
the boudoir lives of the stars
-nit of the trial.
Both ;he prosecution and defense momentarily were expected to pull new tricks out of the
lestal. hat in an attern_pt to cornpr,-mise and prevent calling to
the stand more than 100 Hollywood,luminarieo.

•••

35.

POUSH GFN.
Tomb of the
first time are
',labile service

CA/SZYNSICI reads a memortal service stPuids
Unknown Soldier in Warsaw as the Pules for the
permitted by their Communist goverrunent to hold
for World War II dead. /sterna:tuna! Suoinididcatoi

1:1. 1957
TUESDAY — AUGUST
.•••AMILA•1=111111•mi

TIMES --- MURRAY. KENTUCKY

.However. Gable vacationing in
Hawaii with his wife denied the
testimony that he had an affair
with Miss De Scaffa and revealed to her spicy tidbits about his
first wife; drama coach Josephine Dillon. He told United
Press, ''To my kno:vledge I never
me! the young lady."
.

Threat .•
.contioued from pago one
militia with fixed bayonets attacked them with tear gas
.
inge
oto
MoiideFy:ese rivim
Women Injured ,
The strikers said five wortien
were hospitalized glee one clash.
the
reported
trouble
They
started when police and a party
of Communist Party aciivists
and tried
lii
The misxers
.tzmu
eleCtone trolley
barit
b-

Paris Girl•..

Ten Years Ago Today

Ledger & Times File
orcontinued -from paps one'
Bill Holt, 22, native of Mt. Vernon, 1111, will be
transfer truck' 'vainly tried to
ministry at the Fire.
gospel
the
of
.
c
w.irk
11
.
fu
.
d
:
i
the
n
iv
9
a
to
d
d
they
lecoid a collision. However,
Wednesday night, August 13, at 8 .o'side swiped with a teriffic jar Baptist Church
end- the -car was _completely de. A gold medal 'was presented to Frank Albert Stubblemolished:
Wars
Miss McGehee was taken to field; past commander of the - Veterans of Foreign
r
Henry County General Hospital' Post 5638, at a meeting of the post last night. ,
in a Churchill ambulance. The
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bob Simms announce the arrival
truck driver was unhurt.
of a son, Richard Glenn, on August 1., weighing -6 pounds
•
ounces.
yalp
t.wmanca-_
na
Funeral services will bee4\4**.rolli*Il
fotInc-loek- at -the- home-of __AV esley %
former-reitent o
_a_Auteime, for_r„__D._ _Be
(ContinuetFrom Page °set
Murat' who died Saturday at a'berroit, Mich., hospital. and baby girl, 506 S. 4th St..
A retail merChan:s association was formed last night murrai; Miss Marie Spann. Rt,
approximately 40 representatives of Murray business
by
4. Murray; Mrs. D. C. Clanton,
hawses who_ met at the Calloway County Court House.
Hazel: Mrs. Bobby Osborti-iirld
Officers elected for the association were Ed Settle, presiMrs.
Hazel;
2,
baby girl, Rt.
dent;- Hilton lilughes, vice-president; and Ila Douglas,
baby-boy.
Thomas Alexander and
-treasurer.
secretary
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Junior
Cas6y and baby boy. Rt. I. Murray.

and -It-

min:t

• Hospital Neres

Cuban bane leader Desi tans;
the husliand of Lucille Ball of them off and the militia moved•
F Itesrass-Istaiip4.1ame...-itsca._
Early today it appeared that
second '-celebritY-to be involve
f force
emilice byth,
wnotile
use
rippi
ytrie tr
onFlik.e.
in embarrassing testimony. The 5.t
-musician was linked with tia and police could dislodge the
tor
ac
a
t and
Hon:. weed cellthat the strikers appeared ta sit
It seas what the prosecution down until their demands are
had been hoping would not hap- met.
e
d:
ieg
inanyws
n, with
om
portcuftrio
prose
sup
The
ene.ad
sppr
It did not appear that other
workers in Lodz would join the
merits of the movie industry, streetcar employes in the strke.
originally had sought to block
Local newspapers preached the
the trial with a compromise of- same line that local government been settled amicably.
fer to the defense—only. to have minister Stanislaw Sroka d i d
Obsisrvers believed the streetSuperior Judge Berbert V. Wal- Monday night—the situation is car stiike will end either by the
there
would
that
announce
ker
bad but cannot be improved by use of force or when the workers
be "no deals" in his court. •
strikes and that strikes can enly get hungry.
The transport workers walked
The deourt has under advise- worsen the situation.
demanding
ment a defense brief calling for _ Observers said this was essen- otit Monday morning
if the gcvern- a 50 per cent pay increase and
dismissal of the case on grounds tially true—that
coneog-4 the same 40-hour week. They
the conspiracy to commit crimi- Ment makes any large
•there now get a basic average of 800
striker;
Lodz
the
to
sions'
nationtrue—was
libel—if
nal
zlotys a month — about enough
strikes
doubt
wildcat
little
is
fall
under
not
does
wide and
First of Bombshells
will blossom all over the *Jun- to buy a medium-priced pair of
- defense has subrienaed the jurisdiction of a California
The .
try. Other smaller strikes have shoes.
celebrizies td tell "the truth" court.
about their intimate off-screen — lives and the prosecution is
striving -to circumvent the testimony.
Th. res.-dee_ a Gable and a
girl-about-Hollywood as a cozy
twosome having an affair while,
the • girl. sloe-eyed Fraricesca De
--4-Sca!`fa. ferreted out intonate de,
ta.:s if Gable's first marriage

ATTENTION SQUIRREL
HUNTERS

WA
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We will open at 3:30 a.m. beginning Thursday,
August 15 for your convenience.
-

SUSIE'S CAFE
Corner of Main and Sixth
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The greatest car-buying opportunity we've ever offered

THE BIG MI

TRIPLET CALVES DRAWING THE TOURISTS
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* 0,000,000
Tra-nrimni PARADE
Get your full share of the $30,000,000 Mercury dealers
all over America are offering to car buyers in trade-in
altehrances during this special event. Your car will never
be worth more as a trade-in than it is right now.
calves oft the Howell turn neiar nonesda.- Pa.. are making the place something
DIME TRIP111
-of a tourist at:racoon. They weighed between 40.and,50 ptiar.its.when burn Aug. 3 to a 7-year-old
Holstein Cow Now the cow has had seven es:vei fur her seen years The I-19well children are Darlene:T. and Charles. S. Howell has been farming the 65-year-uld homestead :16 years (international)
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Buy now and save!
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THE COMMUTER_
ONE OF 6 MERCURY
STATION WAGONS

t
e,;

tfeC'W`z37, TeLly'fAr`sW

1: Oka h
Cgs or

JUDY'S
BEAUTY SHOP
Welcomes You To Our
Priced just above the low-priced three, yet has all of Mercury's dream-car advantages
and innovations: first true hardtop design ... first true passenger-car ride (with exclusive

FALL SPECIALS
ON PERMANENT WAVES

Air-Cushion Rear Suspension) . . . plus the widest, longest cargo area in the industry!

111

r
`1
9
Back to school days are here
again, and we have the right
-permanent and style for volt•

i
••••tio
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THE STUNNING MONTEREY CONVERTIBLE

LUXURIOUS MONTEREY 2-DOOR SEDAN

••••••••

SPECIALS!!

--'15.00
- -'1000
--S8.50
-S 6.50

THE
BIG

19
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Five Operatol's To Serve You Every Day
Evenings By Appointment
JUDY ADAMS - Owner
KATHERINE LAX
KITTY FARRELL

ROSETTA BURKEEN
IVA CARSON

.

— AIR-CONDITIONED FOR YOUR PLEASURE AND COMFORT

CALL 1091 FOR APPOINTMENT

All Mercurys offer optional dream-car features
such as Merc-O-Matic Keyboard Control, a
power seat that "remembers" and a low-cost
combination heating and air conditioning unit.
Come in today and get the full story.

0

—

Mast:i2.:628

or back. There's new
leg room, )irtee room, shoulder room, headroom. New features include the biggest back
window you've ever seeii in a Mercury convertible_almost 6% feet wide for "hardtop"
visibility when thy top is up.

Three is no crowd front
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WILSON MERCURY SALES

JUDY'S BEAUTY SHOP - q!
69:2..r.P.Aat

-

515

$o. 12th

Phone 730

St.

Murray, Kentucky
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